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-LTV Series
Held at
Baruch
By Manny Taveras
Last September 12, Baruch Col-
lege faculty, administrators and
graduate students met with figures
from the worlds of business, adver-
tising and the media to formulate
questions for the LTV 1984 Leader-
ship Series.
The series is an innovative issue-
oriented advertising campaign.
sponsored by LTV Corporation
(soon to be the nation's second
largest steel corporation once it
merges with Republic Steel Cor-
poration). In a series of 12 full-page
ads placed in The Walt-Street Jour-
nal, the responses of the major
Presidential candidates are pub-
lished to the eight economic-,
defense-, education-, and
environment-related questions for-
mulated.
As sponsor of the series, Baruch
mailed the eight questions to the
Presidential candidates who had
qualified for federal matching
funds: Reuben Askew, Alan
Cranston, John Glenn, Gary Hart,
Ernest "Fritz" Hollings, Jesse
Jackson, Walter MondaJe and
Zac~ _
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answers to-each question; one set of
answers had a maximum limit of
200 words and the other set had a
maximum limit of 2,000 words.
Baruch forwarded the responses to
the Houston advertising firm of
OgiIvy and Mather. which is direc-
ting the advertising series for LTV.
Currently, the 200-word
responses are being published in
• The Wall Street Journal. Reagan's
~ responses do not appear in the ads
i because he chose not to participate
Q in the series until after the>~ Democratic nomination, so he did
not submit the 200-word response.
Also, the responses of the
Democratic candidates that have
dropped out of the Presidential
race are no longer being published.
After the Democratic conven-
tion, the 2,OOO-word responses of
Reagan and the Democratic
nominee will appear in the Journal.
Also, a booklet will be published
with these responses.
This is the second lTV Leader-
ship series. The American Enter-
Continued on Page 7
Arthur LewlD
singled out was "preposterous, "
and added, "That's absolutely
wrong. The standards are the same
for everybody. It has to do with
classroom performance, scholarly
publication and community
service." Segall said teaching and
publication are equal in impor-
tance_
In comparison with other Liberal
Arts departments, Black and His-
panic Studies is the smallest, with
nine full- and part-time positiollJ. It
bas fewer 1'DCIqbers than the Ger-
1Il8Jrie, HebRak·and. Oriental
Languages department. which has
ten full- and part-time positions.
Regarding publication, Lewin
said there were not many journals
devoted to Black Studies. Lewin's
background is in sociology; as a
result, he has published articles in
political and sociological journals
and in newspapers like The New
York Amsterdam News, The New
Continued on Page 7
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: ELEcrlONS '84
By Ivan Cintron
-Black and Hispanic Studies
Professor Denied Tenure
Hearing May 10 On Case
......
--*Vrhat's 11 buncb'of -hogwash, ,~
said Sellman. "Blacks and
Hispanics get treated differently in
the form of discrimination.
"The issue here is a philosophical
one. We need the right to be
recognized as a separate, indepen-
dent organization that can repre-
sent the large proportion of
minorities in our school, " said
Sellman, According to CUNY's of-
fice of University Relations' 1983
statistics, 62 percent of Baruch's
population is minority.
"We cannot attain this goal until
the president changes his attitude
towards the situation," he added.
Segall suggested that the Black
and Hispanic Ad-hoc Committee
join the existing Alumni Associa-
tion and pursue their own in-
itiatives. "If they are well orga-
nized, they can elect their own of-
ficers and dominate it."
"Domination by any specific
group, " said Sellman, "is exactly
what we are fighting against." The
Black and Hispanic Committee
perceives the offer as "playing a
subservial role in the Alumni
Association, a position that we did
not wait for 15 months to attain."
The objectives of the Black and
Hispanic Alumni Association Ad-
hoc Committee are:
1. To create a viable and indepen-
dent Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association to promote the aspira-
tions of the college community and
its Black and Hispanic alumni.
2. To establisha base of support
for Black and Hispanic students in
order that they may realize their
educational and career objectives.
Continued on Page 7
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Minority Alumni Ass'n.
Blocked by Administration
Both Sides Deadlocked
During a meeting on April ,5,
President Joel Segall denied for the
third time this year the sanc-
tion of the Black and Hispanic
Alumni Association Ad-hoc Com-
mittee, a group designed to give
minority students a support base
and meet their unique concerns.
The two groups have been unable
to reach a decision or compromise
since the Black and Hispanic Com-
mittee announced their proposal to
form an independent Alumni "
Association in June; 1982'. The
meeting, attended by Segall, Vice-
President of Development Steven
Wertheimer, Dr. Donald Smith,
former chairperson of, tbc Black
By Michele Kern
and Hispanic Faculty Caucus and
committee representatives Joe
Sellman and Pat kerr, "ended
hopelessly divided without a com-
promise in sight, " according to
Sellman.
" After 15 months of delibera-
tion, this is still a black and white
issue," said Rose Silva, the
manager of Alumni Affairs at
Baruch, "and it is not getting
anywhere."
The president contends that "the
recognition of a separate organiza-
tion would cause unnecessary com-
petition" for the 16-year-old Alum-
ni Association and "would divide
the student population."
The Black and Hispanic Com-
mittee's two main objectives, ac-
cording to the president, are the
high drop-out rate and improving
job placement. "We know that our
drop-out rate is high," he said,
"and we are eager to get the
assistance from the Black and
Hispanic Committee in this mat-
ter. "
Ron Schurin, the Director of The
Office of Institutional Research at
Baruch, states that only "29 per-
cent of the entire freshman class
enrolled in 1978 graduated by 1983,
while 6.5 percent remained in
school," leaving a 65 percent rate of'
attrition.
To address the problem, The
Baruch College Fund appropriated
$12,000 to peer-tutoring and
counseling services last year. There
was also a Spanish library estab-
Joel SepII
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EDITORIALS LETTERS ~ "-DIALECTICS
Reconstituted Charter
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Know ye, all readers:'
Opinions expressed
this section are
By Ricardo Brenes
Hope for
Centr·al
America
r .
necessarily those of The
Ticker. Responses will be
printed as letters to the
Editors. Original articles
will be printed at the discre-
tion of the Dialectics
Editor.
Stability in Central America can and will
be accomplished when Congress approves
the recommendations made by the bipar-
tisan Commission on Central America,
headed by former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.."The situation in that region is
very delicate and we must be decisive and
act accordingly," said John Silber, Presi-
dent of Boston University and a member of
the commission. Dr. Silber, as wen as some "
other members of that commission, termed
the situation critical, especially since
Nicaragua is interfering in the internal af-
fairs of El Salvador by training and supply-'
.ing weapons to the guerillas. This is why
the Carter Administration in 1980 suspend-
ed economic aid to the Sandinistas.
Since that time, -relations between the
United States and Nicaragua have been at
their lowest. Within Nicaragua itself the
Most Rev. Miguel Obando y Bravo, Arch-
bishop of Managua, has been described by
the Sandinistas as a counter-revolutionary
because he has denounced the absence of
freedom of speech. In addition, the San-
dinistas have censored the newspaper La
Prensa for a very long time. A question
asked by some people is how can we help?
A good way is by continuing support for
the anti-Sandinista fighters of the Nica-
raguan Democratic Force (FDN). This
group has approximately 15,000 men and
women under arms in Northern and Central
Nicaragua. Eden Pastora Gomez (nick-
named Commandante Cero, leader of a
S,OQO-member counter-revolutionary force)
is also fighting in Southern Nicaragua.
None of the seven members of the FDN's
directorate has a pro-Somoza record.
Adolfo Calvo Portocarrero, one of the
leaders of the FON, was jailed by Somoza.
"Tne-vaiCmajonty orfliese grOUps areyoung
peasants, among them'a great .number of
Sandinista-persecuted Miskito Indians.
without any connections with Somoza. Be
aware that Mr. Pastora was a leader of the
Sandinistas. In fact, Mr. Pastora liberated
the actual leader of the junta, Daniel
Ortega Saaveda, and its Interior Minister,
Tomas Borge, after they were jailed by the
dictator Anastasio Somoza.
Although the Marxist government of
Nicaragua supported (and still supports)
the guerillas in EI Salvador, that did not
stop 1.5 million Savladoreans from voting
in the election held March 18. That firm
step towards democracy may well bring EI
Salvador to become a free nation in the eyes
of Freedom House. The Western Hemi-
sphere "has never been freer," said Ray-
mond Gortil, director of Freedom House. a
non-partisan human rights organization
which has monitored political rights and
civiJ liberties for more than 40 years. The
group's report mentioned that the progress
in Latin America was the major factor in
the increase of freedom in this hemisphere.
This is a good sign which gives hope to
those fighting totalitarians.
Democrats. This is no small factor when
one considers that the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment would have become law
had two more states ratified it. However,
with all the potential good that blacklash
can do, there is one major danger.
Blacklash must not become the politics of
race. Like all other minorities when they
first realize their political potential. blacks
will initially show overwhelming support
for candidates of their own racial
background. However, once the novelty of
"the black candidate" is gone, blacks must
vote according to the issues and not accord-
ing to color. Indeed, a prolonged period of
racial voting would only serve to polarize
the nation and to decrease the overall quali-
ty of our representatives. It is the politics of
race that must be avoided in the long run.
Black progress in America has moved at a
snail's pace. The United States was formed
in 1776; it took 89 more years to end
slavery; it took another 100 years before the
government ended segreption and en-
forced the right of blacks to vote. History
has shown that democracy worts, but it
will do blacks no good to sit on their bands,
waiting to see what the next century will
bring. They have the opportunity to seize
control of the future. And the future is
now.
another particular sect." Justice Joseph
Story's Commentaries on the Constitution
of the United States notes that "an attempt
(through the Bill of Rights) to level all
religions, and to make it a matter of state
policy to hold all in utter indifference,
would have created universal disapproba-
tion, if not universal indignation." To sum
up, the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment was intended to prohibit an
establishmeat of a national religion, or the
giving of preference to a particular sect.
The Congress was not prohibited from
legislating relative to non-sectarian activity.
The Due Process Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment 'is copied from that of
the Fifth Amendment, with the only differ-
ence being that the Fourteenth Amend-
mentapphes to the States and the Fifth
applies to the government of the Union.
The framers of the Bill of Rights used these
words to prevent punishment of a person
without benefit of a fair trial and proper
summoning to court; it was also to prevent
the violation of applicable Jaws by the
State in the course of a prosecution. Those
who proposed the Fourteenth Amendment
used the words from the Fifth Amend-
ment to make it perfectly clear which
they wanted to accomplish. Through
moderate amending of the Constitution,
they wanted to provide the newly-freed
slaves with some protections from actions
by state governments that would put them
in a condition bearing all the hallmarks of
slavery but. the name. Had there been any
intention to prevent States from making
laws respecting an establishment of reli-
gion, then (1) the Congress would not
have separately included both the Estab-
lishment Clause and the Due Process
Clause in the federal Bill of Rights if the
former was included in the latter; and (2)
someone among the proponents of the
Fourteenth Amendment would have men-
tioned during the debate the impact the
amendment would have on legislation
respecting religion in the several States. In
the -abserK:e-hof"such proof It' ts absurd' to-..
think that the States were to be prohibited
by the Fourteenth Amendment from mak-
ing any law respecting an establishment of
religion.
The historical evidence does not reveal
any intention to prevent children from
praying in school in the manner objected to
in the Engel case. An amendment on the
question of school prayer should be sent by
the Congress to the states to help restore
the constitutional balance and negate the
illegitimate decisions of the Supreme Court
in this area.
registration will nave on American politics.
Blacks are continuing to enroll in the
Democratic Party. The only difference is
that now they will use an increased voting
power that will give them a strong voice in
the making of public policy. Of course,
blacks will be looking to make gains for
themselves, However, as the former victims
of oppression in this country. blacks are
sympathetic to the liberal causes, for they
understand that the "natural rights" of
men and women must be secured so that all
Americans can have the opportunity to
realize their right to "life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness."
Vicious politicians) such as Ronald
Rragan aDd Jesse Helms, will no loqer be
able to run roqbshod ewer social programs
and civil rights without having to amwer
for their actions. Where conservative
backlash has uDseated those politicians who
have supported bDerallegislation, the posi-
tiODS of those who vote against liberal bills
will be jeopardized. Where Southern con-
servative Democrats have voted era masse
to elect conservatives, anenlarged coalition
of black and white 1ibera1s will ensure the
election of liberals. Thus, the Democratic
half of the conservative coalition will be
significantly weakened, thereby strengthen-
ing the Democratic: Party. State Jegi~tures
across the South will also gain more hDeral
states, "A thing which is within the inten-
tion of the makers of a statute is as much
within the statute as if it were the letter."
This English citation is applicable since the
American leaal system is rooted in the
technical terms borrowed from English
practice by eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
tury American lawmakers, many of which
continue to be used in American jurispru-
dence. English precedents from before the
Revolution are applicable in determining
the. outlook of. those who shaped this
Union's many govemments. There are also
pragmatic reasons for limiting judicial
discretion to interpret the Constitution;
James Madison, who introduced the Bill of
Rights in the Congress, said if "the sense in
which the Constitution was accepted' and
ratified by the Nation . . . be not the guide
in expounding it, there can be no security
for a consistent and stable (government),
(nor) for a faithful exercise of its powers."
Thomas Jefferson said, "In questions of
power, then, let no more be heard of con-
fidence in man, but bind him down from
the mischief by the chains of the Constitu-
tion. "
The First Amendment contains the
words' 'Congress shall make no law re-
specting an establishment of religion. . . .'
Madison originally proposed the words.
"no religion shall be established by law,"
but the final version was accepted as a
substitute after a Representative com-
.plained this wording could be construed
, 'to abolish religion altogether." Madison
emphasized that the intent was to make
certain Congress would not "infringe the
rights of conscience and establish a nation-
al religion.. ~ ." At the time, the Congress
had authorized many activities which today
would be held to violate the First Amend-
ment. It strains credulity to believe the
Congress would, for instance, reapprove
the Northwest Ordinance as a law of the
United States under the Constitution, a law
that provided for the encouragement of
religion by federally financed schools, and
.then-iiim"arouoo'-and---·..·_-aJj ·amend:'
. ." ... propose " .-
ment to the Constitution prohibiting itself
from doing that. In Michael J. Malbin's
Religion and Politics, it was noted, "Had
the framers prohibited the establishment of
religion, which would have emphasized the
generic word 'religion,' there might have
been some reason for thinking they wanted
to prohibit all official preference for
religion or irreligion. But by choosing 'an
establishment' over 'the establishment,'
they were showing that they wanted to pro-
hibit only those official activities that tend-
ed to promote the interests of one or
During his first two years in office, Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy vacillated over
fulfilling his campaign promise to actively
push for civil rights legislation. Indeed, not
until early 1964, over one year after Ken-
nedy had proposed it, and only a few
months after he had been assassinated, was
such legislation passed by Congress. What
were the obstacles that prevented one of
America's boldest and most courageous
presidents from proposing, and, later, from
passing civil rights legislation?
The first hurdle was a congressional
coalition of Republicans and conservative
Democrats that had already thwarted many
liberal bills since the late 1930's. The second
was .the fear of southern conservative
backlash; President Kennedy's advisors felt
that angry Southerners had the potential to
thwart his re-election bid in 1964. To be
sure, these are not only the problems of
yesterday; the conservative coalition and
the threat of conservative backlash con-
tinue to have a negative influence .on the ac-
tions of many liberal Democrats. But now
there is a new force on the political horizon
which promises to counter this dilemma:
Blacklash. .
In short. blacklash is the effect that the
recent massive increase in black voter
By Jesse Borges
Blacklash: the Democrat's Hope
By Edmund Unneland
School Prayer: a State Matter
The recent debate over the proposed
school prayer amendment obscured the
immediate issue before the United States
Senate. In order to understand that issue,
it is necessary to know why a state may not
encourage prayer in its schools, know the
actual text of President Reagan' s propos-
al, and understand the relevant constitu-
tional provisions. Sadly, the least objec-
tionable arguments in favor of the proposed
amendment were lost in the desire of many
fundamentalist Christians to make this ef- •
fort a means to gain publicity and deride
many Senators as tools of the Devil.
In Engel v. Vitale, the Supreme Court
held that the practice in many areas of New
York State to open public school classes
with this prayer, "Almighty God, we ac-
knoweldge our dependence upon Thee, and
we beg Thy blessings upon us, our parents,
our teachers, and our Country" was un-
constitutional. The court held that the rec-
ommendation of the prayer by the Board of
Regents, the supervisory body in New York
State for all educational matters, violated
the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment, which reads, "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment
of religion. . . ." This clause was said to be
made applicable to the states by the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, which reads, "No State shall
deprive any person of life, liberty, or prop-
erty without due process of law. "
The President's proposal reads: "Noth-
ing in this Constitution shall be construed
to prohibit individual or group prayer in
public schools or institutions." The pro-
- posed amendment goes on to prohibit the
use of coercion against anyone refusing to
pray. and to prohibit governmental officers
or bodies from composing prayers. The
reason for this proposal is to overturn
rulings like Engel, and to restore to the
several States what is said to be their legiti-
rna te powertolegislate i~thi~_~_r~C!...""Sjnc~ J
personally oppose the prayer exercises that
seem to be envisioned by many supporters
of the amendment, my support for the pro-
posal is predicated on my being convinced
that the original intent of those who wrote
the First and Fourteenth Amendments
would be implemented in this area as a
result.
Implementing the original intent of the
author has long been the aim of the many
rules governing the interpretation of writ-
ten legal instruments, including laws and
constitutions. Matthew Bacon's New
Abridgement ofthe Laws ofEngland (1768)
money was spent for refurnishing
the basement, not painting it. How-
ever, this does not change my posi-
tion in regard to allocating student
funds more efficiently in order to
meet the academic needs of the stu-
dents.
Po Sit
Presidential Candidate of the
Baruch Independent Party (B.J.P.)
Islam will see a decline in the Mid-
dle East if the Zionist Jews of Israel
have their way. The recent attacks
on Mosques in Jerusalem, the clos-
ing of Islamic Schools, and the ille-
gal occupation of Palestine is the
o nIy way Islam will decline (on a
small scale of course) in the region.
My final thought on the article is.
why is Islam' and _Imam Khomeini
portrayed so negatively in the car-
toon? Is The Ticker afraid to por-
tray Islam with the respect that is
due of all religions?
ALLAH IS THE GREATEST!
Mustafa Taalib Abdullah
Muhammad
MANAGER-Contact, . develop
Energetic self-starter with vision
ADVERTISING
and bill clients.
please apply.
Dear Editor,
I would like to clear up a misun-
derstanding that appeared in your
previous issue (3/27) in the article
entitled,"Student Parties Gear Up
For Elections." The article quotes
me as saying, "The money is there.
It is spent for painting the 360 PAS
basement - why can't it be spent
to help students academically as
well?·' I~ actuality, the D.S.S.G.
PROOFREADERS-Find mistakes. Meticulous
detail work.
TYPIST-Type handwritten or heavily corrected
drafts.
------
ARTIST-Layout copy and photographs. Draw il-
lustration~__political cartoons and comic strips;
WRITERS-Treat yourself to a byline. Investigate
the inner workings of the Baruch Community.
NEWS: Deal with faculty and administration in a
businesslike situation. FEATURES: Explore the tex-
tures and colors of college life. ARTS: Respond to
the cultural riches of the city. OP-ED: Argue your
heart out. SPORTS: Follow the action. Analyze the
results. .
Let Your Fellow
Students Know What's
on Your Mind . . .
Refurnishing Not Painting
SEND LETTERS TO THE TICKER
WANTED
In' Defense of Islatn
Room 307 of The Student Center
Room 307 of the Student Center or call us at
725-7620/2 during school hours.
Dear Editor,
I do not know where Professor
Abrahamian (Ticker 3/27) has been
for the past five years, but his state-
ment that "Islam in the Middle
East will see a decline in the future"
is an educated guess on his part.
The overthrow of the puppet Shah
of Iran, the success of the
establishment of the first Islamic
Republic in Iran, along with the
gains of the freedom fighters in
Afganistan lead me to believe that
the so-called religious revival will
continue well into the 21st century.
Professor Abrahamian's state-
ment would be correct if he is will-
ing (which I doubt he is) to say that
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The day-session students are scheduled to vote on a proposed revision of the Constitution
of the Day Session Student Government. Though there are good points to the proposal
there are two things the students should keep in mind before they cast votes on this matter.
Last year we wrote that the Ms. Baruch competition was a circus - an arena for sexism,
racism, and the rudeness for which Baruch student audiences have become famous.
Unfortunately, this year our opinion remains the same. Why any academic institution per-
mits such an event where female students are subject to ridicule by fellow students and are
encouraged to conform to antiquated, male-dominated concepts of what a woman
represents is an outrage. The fact that faculty and administrators participate as judges is a
mockery of higher education.
While women across the country are fighting forequality at home, at work and in society,
to see collegestudents flaunting themselves for the approval of their peers only further
perpetuates a history of subjugation.
It is unfortunate that Baruch's pageants appeal to a large portion of the minority student
population. How is it possible for them to break the cycle of oppression if they continue to
encourage negative stereotypes of, and among, themselves by participating in, and support-
ing, events such as this?
The entire Baruch community, especially women, should be enraged. In an institution
whose supposed aim is to educate and advance young men and women to become leaders of
the future, the Ms. Baruch contest is nothing but a giant step back to the Dark Ages.
Therefore, The Ticker refuses to cover this event, and those like it, as long as these
travesties continue.
First. the Executive Board is to ,. act on behalf of the [Student] Council" when classes are
not in session. Since there is no limit in the proposal on the powers that may be exercised by
the Board during intersession, the finals period, or on Sundays, the Board could impeach
and remove members of the Council. This is a real danger when one considers that the
Council could conduct business, like selecting replacements for removed members, with
only five of the twenty members present.
Second, the section on removing officers would allow the Student Council or the
Executive Board when it "acts on behalf of the Council" to draw up the charges, and then
try people on those charges. It is a violation of fundamental ideas of justice for the
complainant to also be a judge and jury.
Some would say that since the Student Council, the body that drew up the revision, did
not intend these consequences, any such interpretation would be void. However, there is no
transcript of the deliberations on the proposed revision. so no indication of the intent is
available, making such arguments suspect. These are serious problems with the proposal
that should be considered when voting.
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has a dangerous a ilrnent. Facing up to
reality makes a cure more likely. The ac-
tual treatment, though successful, is
still controversial. It involves wrapping the
patient in many issues of The Village Voice,
and then soaking them in ice-cold water.
At this point, pictures of hungry children,
old people, remains of civilians killed by r
the death squads in EI Salvador. and the
aftermath of the atomic bombing of Hiro-
shima are flashed across a video monitor in
front of the person. In the background,
Cyndi Lauper's "Girls Just Want To Have
Fun" will be played continuously. This
treatment should last for at least one week.
The chances of success for this stage of
conservatism is _only 50% Like the latter
stages of syphilis, this stage .of conserva-
tism attacks the brain. Once this happens,
the chances of a cure are practically nil.
Sporadic attacks may occur even after the
person is cured. Relief can best be obtained
by watching the video from Jane Fonda 's
Workout Book. Her Jeftist image and the
tons of money she made will immediately
curb any further outbreak of conservatism.
As usual, prevention is better than cure.
According to my research, there are four
ways to prevent an outbreak of conser-
vatism. First, make sure you spend some
time with the underprivileged, especially the
poor and the elderly. Second,understand
the insane consequences of nuclear war.
Third, face up to the reality that turmoil in
the Third World is usually caused by
economic and social problems, and not by
Russia. Fourth, accept the argument that a
person living in the Third World has the
same right to justice, democracy, and
freedom as any red-blooded American.
Lastly, if you think this article is an un-
fair attack on the conservatives. read it
again. The previous paragraph is the es-
sence of this article, It encompasses prob-
lems in this country and in the rest of the
world that the present conservative admin-
istra tion has either not understood. or has
refused to face up to. I leave it" to you to
decide if I am incorrect in contending that
continuing such a policy is blatantly unfair
to certain groups of people in this country.
and in the rest of the world. and is bringing
us to the brink of a nuclear war.
Then try to convince me that conserva-
tism is not a mental problem.
Henry Jackson Democrats were well aware
of the failure of Carter's foreign policy.
while Jesse Jackson Democrats seek to go
even farther left. To be fair, there are two
wings in the party. And indeed, Jesse
Jackson's wing is much farther to the left
than either Hart's or Mondale's.But there is
a conspicuous absence of conservative
thought coming from the Democratic Par-
ty.
One reason, no doubt, is that many
conservative Democrats have bolted from
their party and are now in the Republican
party. Some, having been scorned by
the Carter administration, have become
high-ranking officials in the Reagan ad-
ministration. But what is by far the most in-
teresting point is that these conservative
Democrats lost their input into Democratic
policy making, They simply were ignored,
both by the more ideological primary
voters, and by the leading Democrats.
The effect of all this is in what we are be-
ing fed every time there is a debate among
the presidential hopefuls. Mondale and
Hart, quite naturally, attack Reagan from
the left, and Jackson attacks Mondale and
Hart from the far left. And though it is true
that Jackson hasn't shifted the debate con-
siderably to the left, the absence of a con-
servative in the debate makes the whole
discussion rather boring and predictable.
The only hope there is, dear voter, is that
only one of these candidates gets the
nomination. Not very comforting, but
something to look forward to nevertheless.
Thanks to the latest advances in the
fields of psychotherapy, researchers have
found a cure for conservatism- the dreaded
mental problem that afflicts a large portion
of Americans today. This ailment has
plagued mankind since the first democratic
government was founded. It is highly con-
tagious and, until recently. there simply
was no cure and it was really pitiful to see
those afflicted die slowly.
Three different stages of conservatism
have been recognized. Symptoms of the
first stage include constantly watching old
John Wayne "Kill the Japs" movies. an
unexplained fascination for Nixon memora-
bilia, and holding the opinion that Jesse
Helms is funkier than Michael Jackson. To
cure conservatism at this stage, the patient
should either be made to listen to fifty
hours of Reaga.n' s speeches, or be drafted
into the armed forces to give them a taste
of how thrilling it is to be shot in the
buttocks by strange brown men shouting
"Yankee go home."
The second stage is characterized by a
growing myopia of social problems like
hunger and poverty. a phobia of being
labelled a fascist, and a general dislike for
so-called' 'leftist elements" like feminists.
gays. unions, and anybody who is not your
typical white American. This stage of con-
servatism can be cured by spending two
years working in soup kitchens around the
country, and then three years in an apart-
ment in the East Village with a woman. a
black. a Jew, and a cripple.
The last stage is almost incurable and. if
left unattended for a long time. manifests
itself in many forms. It can affect the
speech and cause the eyes to twitch ridicu-
lously in a person like William F. Buckley.
Jr,: it can cause the person to lie incessant-
Iy , like Ronald Reagan; or it affects the
integrity and intelligence of a person like
Edwin Meese. and cause them to expect to
be approved for the attorney-generalship
of the United States, even after there is
evidence that he is a criminal! It can deteri-
orate to a point where the afflicted person
constantly shoots her or himself in the foot.
like you-know-Watt.
This stage of conservatism might be
cured by a sequence of treatments. But
first. the person must acknowledge that he
By ED Cboon Leng
By Cary Federman
Democrat Party: A Deformed Bird
As the race for the presidency rolls on,
the electorate is confronted with a dilemma
worth pondering: Is there a conservative
force in the Democratic Party. and if so.
where is it?
It seems that the Democratic Party has
become like a deformed chicken: it has two
left wings. Ever since Senator Henry
Jackson died this past summer, the
Democratic party has moved decidedly to
the left, especially in matters of foreign
policy, where Senator Jackson was quite
vocal as a hard-line anti-communist. But
with the passing of one Jackson (Henry),
and the rise of another (Jesse), the
Democrats have taken on a foreign policy
that gave George McGovern 17 electoral
votes in 1972.
The three remaining Democrats in the
race for the presidency have all come out
in favor of withdrawing troops from Central
America, an idea that is as dangerous to
the United States as it is to Central Ameri-
ca. Gary Hart has pledged that hc would
not send troops to defend the Persian Gulf
if it was attacked or blockaded, and Rever-
end Jackson is willing to recognize, legiti-
mize. and attempt to proselytize for (I'm
doing the Jesse triplet>. a murderer and his
gang of followers. The old Democratic Par-
ty, was, by contrast, pro-Israel, anti-
communist, and less boggcd down by ide-
ology on matters of national security, such
as revolutions and the.rrospect for ~c.f()rm.
The TIcker
. "I would pull the Marines out. There's
no need for American troops to die in a no-
win situation."
"I'm sorry Peaceful, but you're wrong
again, •• Deathknell said. "You don't seem
to be getting the hang of this game. MX, if
you answer this question, you will win
20 B-1 bombers and a submarine with
SLBM's, and you will go on to the bonus
round. Do you know the answer?"
" First of all. let me say that I will never
cut and run. To divert public attention, I
would invade a tiny Caribbean island. If
that doesn't work. I'll reposition the Ma-
rines off-shore. .. -
"Congratulations MX. You have just
moved on to the bonus round."
"Thank you, Mr. Deathknell."
"Well. Peaceful. we have to say good-
bye to you. But. as a consolation prize. you
will get a year's subscription to Gung-Ho
Magazine.::
Peaceful meekly waves as he is led off
stage.
"Now. MX Densepack, this is your big
moment. You have the opportunity to win
the big prize. WORLD DESTRUCTION. In
this round, you will actually be in charge of
the U.S. armed forces. Your every answer
will be a direct order to field commanders.
You have 60 seconds to achieve WORLD
DESTRUCTION. Let's begin. MX. how
would you respond to a popularly supported
government in Nicaragua?"
.. I' 11 arm a guerilla army of former
Somoza national guardsmen and have the
CIA mine their harbors ...
"Good answer. Good answer,'· the audi-
ence shouted.
4S seconds.
"MX. what will you do if tensions are
running high with the Soviet Union and
the Democrats are pushing for a new stra-
tegic arms agreement?"
.. I will never negotiate with the Red
Menace. But. I would install more missiles
in Europe."
20 seconds.
"You'll be glad to know, MX. that your
decision not to negotiate has been followed
by a hardening of the Soviet position. Hold
on -. I just got late word that Warsaw
Pact forces have crossed into West Ger-
manv , What will vou do?"
- .
.. Fire a preemptive nuclear strike ...
"Yea. Yea. Go for it MX," the audience
scream s in delight.
Mushroom clouds consume the sky.
cancelling the WORLD DESTRUCTION
game show.
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adults concerning matters of:
The Show to End All Shows Conservatism Can Be Cured
By Manny Taveras
East 25th St. location
Tel. 685-0954
Psychotherapist
N. Y.S. Certified
Free Consultation Session
Neil Elson, CSW
"And here's your host, Bob Death-
knell. "
"Hi, Bob."
"I love you, Bob."
"Thank you. You're a great audience-.
Let's get right to WORLD DESTRUC-
TION, the game show to end all game
shows. Now. let's give this week's con-
testants a warm welcome."
Applause.
"Let's welcome our returning champion,
MX Densepack. In last week's show, MX
handily won by killing over 500,000 people
in a regional war in Central America. MX,
tell the audience a little about yourself."
"Well, Bob, I'm a military hardware
salesman from Kill River, Illinois. My shop
has everything from your basic machine
gun to your M-l tank. But, my biggest
seller is the 'Build-Your-Own H-Bomb Kit .'
Mv favoritehobby is building land mines. I
place them around the perimeter of my
house as protection against door-to-door
salesmen. And, I do like to kill.'
"Kill. Kill. Kill," the audience chanted.
"That's the kind of contestant we like on
\VORLD DESTRUCTION - someone
who enjoys killing. Now, let's welcome our
other contestant, Peaceful Bleedingheart.
Peaceful, tell us something about
yourself. "
"I own a flower shop. I'm proud to say
that mv shop carries over I SO varieties of
plants and tlowers. During my spare time, I
do volunteer work for the World Non-
Violence Foundation."
"Boo. Boo. Get that pansy off the stage,"
the audience shouted.
"The audience seems to be in a vicious
mood. the perfect mood for this game
show. Let's get to the first question. A few
wealthy families fighting a ho~egr.own
guerrilla movement are encouragmg. right-
wing death squads. As U.S. Pre s id e n t .
what would vou do?"
"T'd cut off military aid until the death
squads are halted."
"I'm sorry Peaceful" but that's not the
answer we'r~ looking for. MX, do you know
the answer?"
"Yes. I believe I do. I would double the
amount of military aid. If that doesn't
work. I'll send in the Marines."
"CORRECT:' Bob Deathknell shouted.
"For that correct answer, MX. you have
won ten warships and two nuclear missiles.
\inw. if your Middle East policy is a failure
and public pressure is building a g a i n s t
you. what would you do?"
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the president indicating their sup-
port.
Algarin said she is backing Lewin
because "he's one of the few
sociology professors who has the
student's best interests in mind.
This school needs faculty, par-
ticularly in the sociology depart-
ment." Lewin is shared by Black
and Hispanic Studies and sociology
and anthropology. Algarin added,
"I just don't think the administra-
tion is keeping the student's best in-
terests in mind."
Tracy Bragen , the union
grievance officer and current presi-
dent of the Baruch chapter of PSC
handling J Lewin's case, said, "At
Baruch we've been remarkably suc-
cessful in making settlements with
the president," in cases like
Lewin's. Bragen said if Lewin's
case is not settled to his satisfac-
tion, then he can hire his own
counsel to pursue the matter.
Bragen added that Lewin's case
presents students with the oppor-
.tunity "to undertstand that there
are various processes to go
through."
Concerning student support,
Lewin said, "The students should
understand how this system works.
It's the same process t"':::;·re goi ng
to have to face. i think it's good to
be exoo _.;.1.1 'to this process. Apart
from that, it's part of their educa-
tion. "
.....
According to statistics compiled
by the City University of New
York's Board of Trustees, there are
12 black instructors at Baruch out
of 401. Of that number, eight
blacks have tenure out of 250.
These figures pertain to those
holding assistant, associate and full
professorships.
To support his assertion, Lewin
said that their old office in 315
Park Avenue South "was a shame.
I was ashamed to have people visit
me in our offices. It was filthy; we
had to write to Buildings and
Grounds to get them to clean the
place." While such conditions do
not exist on the 15th floor of III E.
18th Street, Lewin nonetheless
stresses that the same attitude ex-
ists.
Sonia Algarin, president of the
Hispanic Society and a student sup-
portive of Lewin, said, "I just
found out through casual conversa-
tion with some professors," that he
was denied tenure. Algarin, along
with Heather Fenell, another stu-
dent, are trying to get clubs and
students of Lewin to support him.
"I've already contacted the other
ethnic clubs, hoping to get their
support," said Algarin. "Heather
has gotten petitions for his students
to sign. If we get all of his classes,
we might get a good 100." In addi-
tion, Algarin is pressing for in-
terested students to write letters to
its participation in the LTV series. country's ·top leaders. It is a very
"Baruch has gained a lot of na- good basis for learning the
tional exposure that it did not economic policies of the U.S.,"
previously have," Sethi said. Sethi said.
"The ads appearing in The Wall Baruch faculty and adrninis-
Street Journal, which is read by a trators who participated in the
lot of businessmen, can help series have expressed the desire to
students in job placing," said see Baruch participate in more pro-
Elaine Berry, Executive Assistant grams of this type. "1 would like
to the Dean of the School of Baruch to be involved in more pro-
Business and Public Administra- jects like this," Sethi said.
tion. Anything that increases the
prestige of -Baruch -improves . the· The -Owy. l"eser:¥atioD expr~sed
value of a Baruch degree. concerning the series was the
"I think it is a public service we September 12 date for the meeting.
should be proud to do," Berry add- "Never again will we have a
d seminar on the 12th of September.e .
In the future, the information Many people were stiJl on vacation.
gathered from the series is planned School hadn't started," Berry said.
to be used in classes in some as yet She also expressed her hope that
undefined way. "The responses undergraduate students would be
give very up-to-date information on able to have some input with a
the major economic issues from the greater lead time.
Association," said Segall, "I would The president contends Baruch's
be all for it. Yet, I see no reason problem is unique. "These schools
why they cannot use our Alumni have separate Alumni Associations,
Association to reach their objec- where we've always had one that
tives. " does not discriminate on ethnic
Manager of Alumni Affairs Sil- lines.
va suggests that the lack of repre- "Our goal at Baruch is to take all
sentation in the Alumni Associa- minorities and help them into the
tion is what leads the two groups in- mainstream. The creation of a
to a deadlock. "The members of separate Alumni Association would
the Board of Directors are older. be a contradiction," asserts the
basically white and are unaware of president.
the current problems that black and The two groups are presently
Hispanic students confront. Many deadlocked.
members want to be better in- "My door is always open to sug-
formed on the problems." gestions on this matter," said
Segall invites the members of the- Segall.
Black and Hispanic Committee to Sellman and his committee are
get involved with the Alumni working with their lawyer. Vernon
Association government. "We use. Mason, on a set of alternatives to
a democratic process of nominating offer the president and on gather-
our Board of Directors. The five ing additional support. The group
members of the nominating com- has recently gained the support of
mittee as well as any outside alumni the New York Alliance of Black
are welcome to vote. In fact, two of School Educators.
the five members in this year's "We will not allow this conflict
nominating committee are black." to be a stumbling block. If a deci-
"The two black members on the sion is not reached, we will even-
Board of Directors are mere tually seek out a higher official,
tokens. Besides, you can't make perhaps the chancellor. to make the
waves when you are up against an decision," said Sellman.
ethnic majority like these people
are," asserts Sellman. Sellman
urges the president to "face the
reality of today's world. Minorities
need their own base of support."
He cites several schools including
Harvard, Syracuse, Brooklyn and
City College who have already
formed independent Black and
Hispanic Alumni Associations.
,
,.""'.~ '\
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Alumni Ass'n.
Continued from Page I
3. To establish a networking
system for Black and Hispanic
graduates which will assist them in
achieving their career goals.
4. To increase the participation
and support of Black and Hispanic
Alumni in college-wide affairs.
U If I thought there was a good
reason .for making a second Alumni
New Librarian
The new chief librarian is Stan-
ton Biddle, who will replace Acting
Chief Librarian Stanley Buder by
May 1. Biddle is currently
Associate Director for Planning
and Development at the University
Libraries, State University of New
York (SUNY) at Buffalo. The Buf-
falo library has over two million
volumes, eight libraries, a faculty
of 65, a professional staff of 120
and a civil service staff of 125.
Biddle's selection culminates a
search begun after Harold Eiber-
son, the former chief librarian,
retired in spring, 1983.
Tenure
Literature from Columbia Univer-
sity.
Phillip E. Austin, LeClerc's
predecessor, accepted a position as
president of Colorado State
University at Fort Collins in
December, 1983,· triggering the
search for a replacement.
Continued from Page 1
York Voice and The Jamaica
Times. "There are a lot more
established journals," said Lewin,
"in other fields. Not in Black and
Hispanic Studies." As a result, said
Lewin, he has jumped from journal
to journal.
Segall responded, "There are
plenty of outlets for those in Black
and Hispanic Studies, a whole lot.
It embraces lots of disciplines,
history, sociology, political science;
damn near anything." Segall added
that the channels were there for
"people who do good research."
Lewin replied that there are some
established channels, such as the
Western Journal of Black Studies
in California. "There are not that
many outlets per se. Based on the
publication process alone, I have
enough to get me tenure. There are
not that many outlets, but I have
published. "
In response to Segall's assertion
that Black and Hispanic Studies is
not being harried, Lewin said,
"That's a ridiculous statement."
Lewin added, "Throughout the
country, there is a down-playing of
Black and Hispanic Studies, and
you have to wonder if this is part of
this trend."
Francis J. Connelly, Dean of the
School of Business and Public Ad-
ministration and President Joel
Segall drew up a list of people to
participate in the September 12
meeting at the Fifth Avenue Club.
The questions decided upon were
"questions of interest to the general
public as well as businessmen,"
said Stephen Wertheimer, Baruch's
Vice-President of Development and
Director of Public Relations.
Baruch College did not publicize
its participation in the Leadership
Series until the first ad appeared in
The Wall Street Journal on
February 24 because of an informal
agreement with LTV. "There really
wasn't anything to announce
before it happened," Wertheimer
said.
Baruch has gained prestige from
.' '~-~" ........ _.~_.~ «,......."-.- ~:..: r .~., •• '.,.- ~ .•.",~~ .: ....,.:;;;... ...._ 1J1i- ..,~'. .... ....
be ready for use bv the students.
. -
The Ticker also spoke to Ronald
Aaron, Associate Dean of Stu-
dents, regarding the lack of study
rooms and lounges in the 18th
Street building. He said that the
present lack of student space in the
18th Street building is most prob-
ably due to Campus Planning
allocating classrooms and offices to
the various departments first, since
they are more important. He also
agreed that where student space in
Baruch is concerned, "we are far
behind when compared to any of
the senior colleges of CUNY." He
blamed this on our lack of proper
campus grounds, and the college
being scattered over five different
locations. As such, student space is
extremely difficult to allocate. He
said, however, the question of more
student space is a constant priority
of the student government and the
administration of the school.
New Provost
Paul LeClerc. recently appointed
as Baruch' s new Provost, will as-
sume his duties after July J.
LeClerc is presently University
Dean for Academic Affairs at ·the
City University of New York
(CUNY). His Ph.D. is in French,
Simpkins, said to be in "good
physical condition, n according to
the police report, was charged with
3rd degree burglary, a .felony
charge made by Baruch, and 4th
degree criminal mischief and petty
larceny, two misdemeanor charges
made by the student.
General Services, a city agency that
supplies cars to other agencies.
Simpkins, who works for the HPD
(Housing and Preservation Depart-
ment), was found to be the owner
of that car. After the arrest, the stu-
dent positively identified Simpkins
in a lineup.
through Dr. Prakash Sethi, pro-
fessor of management, who came
to Baruch from Texas University
last fall. While still at Texas Univer-
sity, Sethi, who had done a study of
LTV advertising in 1982, was con-
tacted by LTV and asked whether
he would be interested in working
on the series. Sethi told L TV that
he was coming to Baruch, and ask-
ed if LTV would be interested in
working with Baruch. However,
Sethi said that Bamclt·was chosen,
not because of him, but because
LTV felt "Baruch had a great deal
to offer." Johnson said Baruch
College was chosen because it is an
institution "with a good reputa-
tion. And Baruch is very knowl-
edgeable in the (economic) field."
"They (Baruch) have been very
cooperative, very helpful," John-
son said of Baruch's performance.
,til I100r Locken
-,'- --. . .- .. ~ ... ~ '-.~'..., "','.~.' ..... , .. '
April 25, 1984T ..
By Felicia Raphael
LTV
On March 1, 1984, Haymon
Simpkins was arrested for alleg-
edly breaking into a locker in the
6th floor men's locker room in the
23rd Street building.
The incident, which took place
on February 23 at 1 p.m., was re-
ported to the SecurityOffice by the
student whose locker was broken
into. According to the arresting of-
ficer, Det. Thomas J. Bresnaham
of the 13th Precinct, "The stu-
dent and a friend saw Simpkins,
asked him what we was doing and
proceeded to take him to the securi-
ty office. When the students and
Simpkins reached the ground floor,
Simpkins broke loose, and ran to a
double-parked car on 23rc1 Street.
The students followed him, and
took down the license plate
number."
The Baruch Security Office was
notified immediately. Harry
McLaughlin, director of security,
said, "We made out a report, con-
tacted the 13th Precinct, and sent
the student and an assistant to the
precinct to file a police report."
The license plate number was
traced to the Department of
Continued from Page 1
prise Institute for Public Policy
Research helped LTV coordinate
the first series in 1980.
LTV turned to issue-oriented
advertising because it felt corpora-
tions have a social responsibility,
according to ,JoAn W.. Johnson,
Vice-President of Corporate Public
Relations and Advertising. "We
had become the nation's third
largest company almost overnight
in 1978 or '79, and we wanted peo-
ple to become aware of us as a
thoughtful and forward-looking
company."
Baruch College became involved
in the LTV Leadership Series
Men's Lockers Robbed
TICKER TAKES
18th Street Lounges
Students who have classes in the
18th Street building will soon have
two study lounges to do their
reading and writing. The rooms,
situated on the 12th and 15th
floors, will be ready by next
semester.
At present. students have to do
their work along the corridors and
lobbies of some of the floors. A few
of the lobbies doubled as public
lounge areas with some plastic
seats. However. these areas are
often quite noisy and students have
no tables to do their writing.
The Ticker spoke to Professor
Marilvn Mikulsky, Director ofCam-
pus Planning and Facilities. re-
garding this problem. She agreed
that at present it is inconvenient for
those students who need some pri-
vacy in the 18th Street building to
do their work. But there- was a
critical shortage of classrooms and
she had to cater to this shortage
first. Two rooms were reserved for
study rooms and they are on the
12th and 15th floors. The room on
the 15th floor is ready. but it is not
yet furnished. And they arc in the
midst of renovating the 12th floor.
She assured The Ticker that by the
fall semester the two rooms would
AprII\25,I984
Guest Speakers
. . - .
WOMEN AND
MINORITIES IN
BUSINESS
Keynote Speaker: DR. Charles Karadja,
UN.
Representatives from: BRISTOL-MYERS
COOPERS & LYBRAND
GENERAL ELECTRIC
ICD GROUP
MOBIL OIL
PEAT MARWIGK
AVON PRODUCTS(tentative)
FRIDAY MAY 4, 1984 - 6:00-9:00 PM
FACULTY LOUNGE, 5th FLOOR,
155 E. 24th STREET
CAREERS IN
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
THE GRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY
PROUDLY INVITES THE ENTIRE BARUCH COMMUNITY
TO A SEMINAR ON:
Sponsored by the Career Planning & Place-
ment Office and the Baruch Quality of Life
Program.
Globus Lounge
17th Floor
360 Park Avenue South
Barbara Pollack
IBM James Champion
Merrill Lynch
Wednesday, May 9
2:00 P.M.
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Insurance
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Liberal Arts
Surrogate Mothers
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Couples uDab~ to han child~a wtll-
iD~ to pay 510,000 fee and expenses to
woman '0 carry h.usband's child.
Conception by artific.-ial
inH'mination
All replies strictly confidential
PInH Contect
Donna Splsdman. CSW, Admiaistra'or
Noel KnlW. UK"utive DirK'or
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Computers
Management
Featuring:
INTENSIVE HEAT
and
WAYNE AND CHARLES
We Have The Lowest
Airfares
To Europe And Across
America!
For Free Color Brochure,
Write To: Campus
Travel-Box 11387 St. Louis,
Mo. 63105
GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16.559 - S50,553/year
Now Hiring. Your Area.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-3594
B.L.A~C.K.
Presented with: DSSG, liSSA, FOREIGN STUDENT
OFFICE
CAREER DAY
An Evening
of Music and Comedy
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement
MEET INFORMALLY WITH
BARUCH ALUMNII
Date: April 27, 1984
Place: 137 East 22nd St.
(Oak and Marble Lounge)Time: 5-9 P.M.
GET PRACTICAL CAREER-
JOB SEARCH ADVICE
Black Liberation thru Action~Collectiveness and Knowledge
PRE~ENTS . .
Friday, April 27, 1984
9:15 a.m, - 1:00 p.m,
Room 114 - 155 East-Uth--Street------
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stay and work there. Tn India, a
college degree doesn't mean
anything. Ifyou have a business,
that's something. You can never
be something big with a degree
only. Connections - that's how
you get a push over there. Con-
nections help here, too, but not
to the same level. Over here you
can come up with your own
skills, but, over there it is very
hard, impossible, unless you
have someone helping you. Over
here you can do any kind ofjob,
manual labor, garbage collec-
tion, and feel proud of what you
do. I wouldn't mind doing any
kind ofjob if I felt proud of it.
But the culture in India is so dif-
ferent; you have to do what you
were born into. Everything is set.
That's the 40% that's keeping
me from going back to India.
People are more equal here.
Back in India I had servants to
do everything for me. When /
first came to A merica, / couldn't
believe that / had to do my own
dishes and make my own bed.
It's like slavery over there. When
/ went back in 1980, I felt so bad
about it that I started to do
everything on my own. But after
awhile, when you get so much
luxury, you don't want to give it
up. It's like I'm being selfish. But
what can / do? The Indian
culture is so many thousands of
years old. You can't change that
overnight. You can't beat the
system. --t
it's difficult if you ore mixed. In
New York it's understandable.
At Baruch, O'Marie has majored
in International Marketing and is
currently the president of the
Foreign Trade Society. This June,
she will be twenty years old and a
college graduate. Originally. she
had intended to go directly into an
MBA program at Columbia
University, but when she
discovered that the mean age of the
business student there was twenty-
six, she decided to postpone her
graduate studies for a few years and
get some work experience.
/ want to work in the interna-
tional field. International 'Junk-
in!!, is number one in my head.
next is international marketing, I
speak, read. and write certain
Filipino dialects and Chinese,
and I know ba....'ic French. Once
I'm working, I plan to I!.O /0 the
Alliance Francoise 10 continue
my French. I ....ee New York us Illy
base.but I would like to work all
over the world. You cOIlI,1 say
thai since I've been in New York.
I've been internutionutized,
. They said that / was talking too
fast.
/ mostly have Indian friends
here. To get into this culture and
have more American friends.you
have to live in this country for
awhile. I had a few American
friends before, but l didn't know
what to do when we went out.
There was a gap, a difference in
cultures. My brother and sister
have had a very different secial
experience here. They both have
many American friends. They
don't want to go back to India.
They are younger than me and
came here when they were very
young. It's like they were
brought up over here while /
spent my childhood in India. /
miss my high schoolfriends a lot.
I went back to visit them in 1980
and / still keep in touch. The
other thing I miss is my game,
cricket. I just love that game! But
I started playing last summer
after six years. That was great!
I've found out that there are
quite a lot of leagues here in the
New York area. We play at a
cricket field in Long /sland.
I'm .graduating in June and
I'm planning to go back to India
with my uncle in December. We
have several familv businesses
over there. I'm 60% sure that /'11
But /Iike the rushing. / perform
well under pressure. It's not for
everyone, but it keeps me going.
O'Marie didn't realize how fast
she was moving .and growing until
she went back to visit the Philip-
pines in )982.
/ saw that / had grown up so
much, mentally and spiritually,
compared to my friends in the
Philippines. / was more mature.
I'm not bragging, but over there,
especially if you're from a good
family, you become very spoiled.
Kids over there don't think about
working. Then. when they get
their degrees, they work for their
parents. So in that sense. they
don', become independent. So, I
say thai living in New York
forced me to grow up a lot.
O'Marie describes the Philip-
pines as a small, facially mixed
country. The thrdj main races
within the Philippines arc Chinese,
Spanish, and Filipino. O'Marie
herself is a mixture of these three
cultures.
That 'v another reason why I
like New York. In th« Philippines
normal life. is completely dif-
ferent. It's a new world for me
here. I've been learning that since
my first day here. For example,
in school in. Bombay, when a
teacher entered the classroom
we had to stand up and wish him
a good morning. Over here. my
first day in school, when the
teacher walked in the class, all
the students remained seated. I
looked around the classroom. 1
didn't know what to do. / said to
myself, «What are they doing?
Don't they have respect for the
teacher?" Slowly, / found out
that that's the way this country
is. It'snotan issue ofrespect, it's
communication. Basically, / feel
that there is more communica-
tion between young people and
their elders in America.
A t first, 1 was very excited
about coming to America. But
after three or four months, I was
missing my friends back home. /t
was very difficult for me to make
friends here because / had a
language problem. I didn't think
that / was going to have a
language problem because I had
spoken English in school since /
was in kindergarten. /
understood American English
very well, but Americans said
that they didn't understand me.
The Ticker
start working, it's low level
work. Because the job market is
really small, you have estab-
lished, older, people in positions
that they are not going to give
up. They think you're too young.
Too young, and you are 28! So
what happens is that you're go-
ing to work ten years to get a job
that you. could do .now•. The)'.
have a 101 ofproblems in Brazil,
the biggest problem is over-
population.
I asked Luiz about his ethnic
background.
Most Brazilians are really
mixed. You'll never find a pure
Brazilian. Actually, if you're
Brazilian you have to be mixed;
if you're not mixed, you're not a
real Brazilian. On my mother's
side, I'm French and Portuguese.
A1y father's side is Dutch,
l t a l i a n , Portuguese, and
Brazilian Indian. /n New York,
people are very aware of their
origin. Everyone asks, "Where '- •
are you from?" «What is your
background?" / had to write
back to my family to ask them.
When I left the Philippines six
years ago, everyone there said
that the U.s. was the land of op-
portunity. At that time / didn't
know what they meant. But since
then, I've come to understand.
This /S the land of opportunity!
People work hard here and get
rewarded. / see this because I
come from a place where there
are not enough opportunities for
everyone. From this observation.
I've developed a personal
philosophy' - THE HARDER
YOU WORK. THE LUCK/ER
YOU GET.
It may be true that in America
the harder you work the more op-
portunities you create for yourself.
or as O'Marie puts it, the luckier
you get. Yet, as O'Marie discussed
life in New York and life in the
Philippines. it became apparent
that there, is also a trade-off be-
tween opportunity and a peaceful
lifestyle.
In the Philippines, everyone
takes their time. They don't rush
to do anything, Life is less hectic
than in New York. Over here.
, .you ore always :under pres...."ure: .
•
Unlike any other time in his life,
Luiz was on his own. If he wanted
to live and go to school in New
York, he had to work.
/f I was going to school in
Brazil, / would spend my free
time at the beach and I would
travel a lot, all over Brazil. In
Brazil, most people don't work
when./hey 'relahigh..school .or
college. Everyone just ploys
around. There aren't the kind of
jobs there that you do here as
students.Here, you can work part
time in a hamburger place or
something. In Brazil, you cannot
take that job because somebody
needs that job as a full-time job,
as a means to support an entire
family. If you're a student in
Brazil, you're not going to take
somebody's job away. That per-
son needs it. There's a severe
economic gap there. Most people
start working in Brazil when they
are 27 or 28. And when they do
college. His family life is a tradi-
tional Hindu experience. He
describes his initial and continuing
exposure to the American lifestyle
as a "Big Shock."
The whole system, everyday
Sanjay came to New York seven
years ago when he was fourteen. In
the U. S.. he has worked in his fami-
ly's business, a wholesale operation
of Indian groceries and candies,
.while attending high school and
..:;' .-
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. As a diplomat's son, Luiz has
lived in Western Europe, South
. America, and the U.S. Three years
ago, his family returned to Brazil
after residing in Washington, D.C.
for several years. Luiz decided to
stay in the U.S. and establish a
financially independent life. In the
past three years, his lifestyle has
changed dramatically. From a
cushy job' at fhe Organization for'
American-States (OAS) and a social
life that moved within the
diplomatic circles of Washington.
he moved to New York City,en-
rolled in the City University. and
began working as a bicycle messen-
ger.
Coming to New York \-1-'as -
BOOM! A blow on the head. I
brought my MG and my motor-
cycle. / sold them the next day.
Luiz quickly learned that New
York City was no place to have a
sports car and adapted to life in
"the Big Apple" rather easily.
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way is to get the survey as to how can we
improve Baruch. We would then sit down
and evaluate what the students suggested.
Some things are just above and beyond
DSSG; for instance, (finding a building,
that is out of our realm. But in terms of
general improvements on the school, you
know, students can provide us with
necessary ideas that we would need in order
to help all of us.
Ticker: Don't you think it would be better
for student government to not put out
tbe money for that?
Hall (U): Not necessarily, because the ad-
ministration would cite other needs. They
are going to claim we cannot improve until.
we .find a building; we are buying chairs fof>
classrooms, so we cannot fix the lounge or
building, either; we cannot fix the library
because we are fixing something else - so
it's not all the time you can push ad-
ministration toward certain improvements.
I feel that some of the improvements, we
have to take upon ourselves, without being,
you know, unrealistic.
Sit (B): The suggestion of making a survey
is very valid; however, the student govern-
ment did do a survey during this year.
However, the response was not so good, so
a survey is not enough; and, we will say by
putting people with practical experience,
automatically we serve the student body,
because we know what the problems -
what people want, what the students want,
and by that we can do it; and the open
forum is one way to do :t; students can
come to the forum, say, "why did we buy
something like that for," then we'll get an
idea, you know, the forum is one way - I
think it's one of the best ways to get student
ideas; and, if you talk about "should we
ask administration to make (a large-scale
battle)," sure, we should; the student
government should work with the ad-
ministration to bargain. Now the power of
the student is to bargain; if we don't
bargain, we lose everything, if we bargain,
we get something. If we are elected, we will
surely sit down with the administration, to
bargain whatever we~n get.
Clivner (I): I think that student input (be-
tween) purchases is very important, so far
as these lounges primarily service students,
obviously tbentr's 'very important to 'get
their input as to what is good. There is fur-
nishing there now; however, most of us
would agree that the furnishing is not really
adequate, certainly not enhancing to a plea-
sant Baruch atmosphere. Student input is
very important to that we may know what
- now, how do we get this student input?
That becomes a problem; when there was a
survey recently with regard to the 14- or
13-week semester ...-the response was vir-
tually nil when compared to the size of the
student body. Surveys, by themselves,
don't really elicit a large enough response so
that we can say the purchases really reflect
the Baruch population at-large. However,
once you can determine what is necessary in
terms of purchases, I think then it's incum-
bent for the president to go to the ad-
ministration and present them with the need
of these areas, the need of these purchases,
and what, as a representative of the student
population, he feels the student population
needs.
over $8,000 last .year and the number of
votes cast was minimal. . .The money can
probably be better spent elsewhere...
Since I've been at Baruch, there has been
over a 34 percent tuition increase . . . I
don't feel that there's been a 34 percent in-
crease in services. .
Ticker: (To HaU) According to tbe minutes
you usually move to adjourn meetings ear-
Iy. If you are pressed for time - for
whatever reason - how would you be able
to function as president?
Hall (U): I think you may have misunder-
stood the minutes . . . First of all, I'm not
pressed for time. If we have government
business to take care of we have to take care
of it before we leave; however, we do have a
stipulation that the meetings are not to go
past 2:30, because the meetings can be
declared null and void.
Akuettey (B): I think one way you prevent
lateness and absenteeism is before the elec-
tion, you choose qualified and dedicated in-
dividuals - you won't have that problem.
Ticker: (To Rich Akuettey) As chair of the
campus affairs committee, you spent only a
small percentage of your budget? How
mucb did you speod? Why did yOU spend
that amount?
Rich Akuettey (B): We were given $15,000.
We spent roughly $5,000-$6,000. Numerous
reasons. I think the main reason is the
.events -W4:~-dflcientJy.W~- were able
to get speakers who- did not charge ...
Events we've had are not as great as we'd
like to have had . . . There was not a great
deal of input from student council. On oc-
casions, I did mention to council that we
do have money, please come to me and
we'll work on it. There were no responses.
Neil Weiss (B): The job of campus affairs
chairperson is not to run every event. He cer
tainly should overlook all events, but in
»rder to do all the legwork, you can't ex-
pect one person to do all the events. He
needs people working with him ... The
fact that any events got off this year is a
credit to Rich.
Garfield Hall (B): I agree that Rich may
have had to do some things himself, but I'm
sorry there were campus affairs meetings
that Rich did not attend. There were func-
tions he did not know about until council
meetings.
Po Sit (B): As chairman of council, I
oversee all committees. During the first
weeks when I called Rich to see how
meetings went, I always got the same
response - two members showed up. Now
you consider 17 members in the committee
and only two Show up - how can you do
all events for the Baruch community?
Sidney did a good job in helping Rich.
Ticker: (To D.C.) If elected. how do )'00
plan to work with otber parties. since )·ou
don't bave your own base?
Clivner (I): I don't see that as a problem. I
think it's more of an asset. I came into the
presidency without the tensions that have
been there in the past. Appointed \1Ce-·
presidents will be from both parties. The
monopoly that has existed for the past four
administrations, with the USA party should
not be a problem for me because I can work
well with people.
Ticker: How much student input do you
tbink there should M dedding wbat should
M purchasN by student governDlftlt? How
would you find out stud~nt prefft'ftKtS?
Hall (U): First of all. I think a survey would
be the best way. Students have different
ideas; students see things differently. I
think the easiest way. and the most accurate
Valted Students for Action
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fashion show, ,a series of parties; it was he.
in fact, who has been doing the campus af-
fairs work all year long, and it was for that
reason that we felt he deserved to. remain on
the executive board and to continue doing
the projects that he had started, and to con-
tinue being an input in campus affairs.
Ticker: Don't you think that if someone is
not doing well in school that that is going to
reflect in their work in government?
Shecbter (U): I'd also like to say that, if
you'regonna point out a specific person,
which we agreed we would not do before,
that Sidney's GPA went down last year,
and he is working this year to bring it up,
because he is graduating this year. We did
not feel that it would, in any way, be
detrimental to his index if he would remain
on government. And I think that Sidney's
responsible enough to know that if it would
have brought it down even more, he would
not be accepted.
Akuettey (B): I would also like to applaud
Sidney; I think his contribution to student
government is immeasurable; he ts fan-
tastic. He's helped me immensely as our
chairperson of campus affairs, and I think,
despite his GPA, he deserved that position
. . . I think there was no question about
that. He's capable, and he deserved it.
Ctivner (I): 1 think that what we have to ad-
dress is ... Quite certainly, I cannot run
for this office if I don't have a 2.5 GPA,
nor c~Jd any ether... studeat -in-this school;
and so if that is an important enough re-
quirement to put into the student elections
rules and regulations, then I certainly think
it should be important enough for anybody
who is assigned a post that their grade-point
average be maintained.
Ticker: (To Dan Clivner) You said you're
an indePendent, your programs are the
same as the otber parties. What makes you
different?
Clivner (I): I think the three of us shai ~
some basic commonalities ... I think most
students can recognize certain things that
need to be maintained and fixed ... The
question becomes how does one candidate
make a difference ... I think I have the
power of persuasion and charisma to go out
and get these things done ... we all write
things down on our platforms and 'Ye a}l
hope to achieve them. The question IS WIll
they be able to achieve them.
Ticker: (To BIP) Wbat will you do to get
students represeotation on faculty promo-
tion committees.
Helen O'Leary (B): Right now we feel
students have no representation or say as to
what goes on in deciding if a teacher gets
tenure or gets fired ... we would like to
have a voting representative on committees.
Ticker: (To DIP> In what fashion do JOU
propose to hold open forums?
Po Sit (B): USA party has been in govern-
ment two years and they've never held an
open forum. If they want to do it this year,
why didn't they do it last year? . . . First of
all, we would ask the executive members as
council members to inform the' students
what happened ... What is on the
minutes and what decisions we made. . .
The students could ask any questions about
government. . .If we have no answer, we
will try to solve it. . ._ or explain why it is
unsolvable.
Ticker: (To Oivner) If Bal'lKb students are
entitled to aD services at a steady tuition.
how do you propose to maintain both tui-
tion and services?
Ctivner (I): We have to reassess our
priorities...While I think the polling
method (for ossa elections) is very wor-
thy. tbe service (Honest Ballot Inc.) cost
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Roy Grey-Stewart
Charmaine Jeanmarie
Marilyn Klein
Rejeanne Linley
James Mc Guirk
Felicia Raphael
Mitdalia Vtentos
Theresa Wringht
Stanley Young
Jeffrey Anderson
United Students for
Action (U.S.A.)
Randolph Baird
Kerry Benson
Haywattee Budhram
Brian Oaro
Morris Murciano'
Stephen Thompson
Juan Torres
Enza Veltri
Anita Sh echter
Gafield Hall
Barry Giarraputo
Valentino Hafalia
Denise White
. . . . ... ... . . ........
Daniel Clivner
Gregory Thomas
Tova Levinson
dents would feel that "they, the current
government aren't serving our interests." I
would personally take strong measures with
that person. First, I would ask him to resign
if he is _not able to fulfill his commitments
to students. Because if you are not able to
do that, then step down. Not only would it
'reduce the quorum count, but it would
make life a lot easier.
. . . ..
BALLOT FOR
BARUCH COLLEGE
DAY SESSION
Baruch Independent Independent
Party (B.J.P.)
Po Sit
LuisGasco
Mitchell Kirschner
JO$Cpb Robinson
Richard Akuettey
Helen O'Leary
Neil Weiss
Regina Bubenheimer
Donell Gilzson
Harriet Lee
David Lubin
Albert Mar
Siu Wai Pang
Jeffrey Weiss
Paul Barretta
Cheuk Chan
Christopher Ciresi, Jr.
Yvette Guderski
Bella Holzkenner
Michael Iadarola
Pauline Jennett
Miguel Mendez
Khana Truong
Sarah Ying
Upper Division
(Vote for 10)
Council Members
President
(Vote for One)
Lower Division
Treasurer
(Vote for One)
Executive Vice-
President
(Vote for One)
Board of Directors of
Bernard M. Baruch
Co11cgc Association.
Inc. (Vote for Three)
Council Members
Secretary
(Vote for One)
(Vote for Ten)
were elected, we're representing Baruch
students. We are. We care. That's why
we're elected and we should do the job.
Hall (U): I would also support student
leadership weekends because I feel that this
would be necessary because it would enable
student leaders to meet with us as govern-
ment representatives. It would also help us
to gain an understanding of them and them
to get an understanding of us. Also, I'm
supporting the Student Relations Commit- Si~ (B): Since I've been council chairman, ..
tee. They are not a political ann of the think no one knows better about .councl1
USA party. They are interested students - than me. When you talk about gettrng th~t
who for one reason or another, were not particular person I don't want to ,,:ttack him
elected to student government. in any way ~ecause h~ really got a~ob and I
Ticker: Chronic abSence'-seems to be a talked to him about ~t. However, when we
problem in DSSG; for example, one Ran- elected our mem~rs In our party, we talked
dolph Baird was excused for absence for to t~em and said fo~ you to attend. the
nearly the wbole year. How should council meetings. The first thing I would do IS ~o
address tbis problem? get qualified people into s~udent govern-
. ment. . . Second, the chairman of the
Clivner (I): The reason for these absences '1 h Id 11 b t thi and I
. . I'· counci s ou rea y care a ou IS,
was clearly a lack of motrvation, m Just h' k I did . b be I all tri d to et
. , . . t m I a JO cause re y ne g
repeating, but there s ~o question abC?~t It. 0 le to attend the meetings and I think
And so that by a motivated and ambItIOUS pe p . . '.
id h OIl dd th it 1 . no one in this room attended more council
presi ent w 0 WI .a ress e VI a ISSU~S meetin s than I did I missed two times.
the ones that are Important, that council One is
g
personal re~sons, the second for
members as well as the student body at elizi Th h irman sho ld
1 Th ' dd ed ·11 r igious reasons. .. e c at uarge.. ose ISSU~S ~nce a res~ WI really talk to the council meeting and say,
create mte:est, mOtlVa~IOn,and desire to at- "Hey, attend the meeting." And if they
tend meetmgs. There s no need to force reall care when the .oin the party theypeo~le to meet, ~here's no reason for these kno~ we have to g~ ~o a meeting every
relations by having member~ of one party week eve Thursda so that they should
and another work together, In a forced at- tt d th ry ti y,
mosphere, that's not necessary. Just clearly a. en emee mg: . . . .
addressing important issues which serve the Ticker: Sidney Phillips forfeited his pOSI-
interests of most students will be motivation lion as Executive Vice-President because of
enough for it. To correct the absence grades, but was appointed Vice-President
trends. of External Affairs. Does this mean you ap-
Hall (B): In the case of Randolph Baird, I ply different ~ndards to appointed v.p. ·SJ
don't think it was a lack of motivation. He tlaat tbey don t have to have a GPA of 2.5.
was interested in running for student- Wby! If.be's not competent enoog~ &0 d~
government and he got the job. I don't well ID blS classes, bow can be do this job.
think it',. fair to single him out and say Shechter (0): I'd like to point out, Sidney
that Randolph Baird lacks ... motivation Phillips has been a member of student
... I think it was for personal interests, I government for over 3 years and. at the
think it was done deliberately so that coun- time that he resigned as executive vice-
cil would stagnate and look bad. If OSSG president, he was involved in a series of on-
was not serving the students then the stu- going things. I could name them: the
year we just received a response from
Albany, saying that the tuition increase is
not going up,' and I feel that must be a
direct result of voter registration campaigns
and "Of our lobbying.
Wei.s:s" (B): I'd like to say first of all that Po
Sit. .. was a vital force in fighting the tui-
tion increase. Furthermore, in addressing
what Ms. Shechter has said about fur-
nishing student lounges, our party feels that
is a valid point. However, in looking at
Math 2005 as anexample,the percentage of
failing students in those classes are just
phenomenal. I can't give you exact figures
but it's just a ridiculous amount. And we
feel that we have to have certain priorities.
Our priorities are to get students to
graduate from this school in four years and
make it a four-year college. We want to aid
these students if they're in any course
where there's a' tremendous amount of
failure, we want to aid these students in
passing these courses. And that's why one
of the major issues on our platform is to ex-
pand tutorial services. And we have our
priorities and in that sense something like
expanding our tutorial system would
perhaps go ahead of something like fur-
nishing student lounges.
Ticker: From what we've seen and heard to-
day, there is obviously a lack of coopera-
tion evident in council. If elected. wbat will
you do to reduce tbis -tension aad work, as
a unit?
Hall (U): My first job would be to get coun-
cil to understand that we are here to repre-
sent students. Forget about voting party
lines. Think about dealing with students. I
will not deal with having to separate, oh,
you're a BIP, you're USA. You'll all be
elected students. If we start voting party
lines, ultimately the students would suffer.
So, I would have to work to reduce the ten-
sion and would try to do it even before the
first council meeting. It would mean
meeting with the elected representatives
even before the summer is over; meeting
with them over the summer if necessary and
work at getting the tension out of the air.
Clivner (I): I think there's a big problem,
like I said before, with apathy at Baruch.
There's quite a small percentage of votes
and an even smaller percentage choose to be
involved. Therefore, conflict is really an un-
necessary evil, and ways to mitigate that
conflict are certainly within the job of presi-
dent. I found it interesting that the first
USA president was upset himself with the
conflict that existed within the USA party,
and I think those conflicts are really quite
an unnecessary part of government and
should be avoided.
Sit (B): Basically, I agree with what Gar-
field Hall has said. I would talk to the
members in our party in council and say we
were not elected as only BIP members; we
have been elected because we are Baruch
students. And I think if I told them that you
want to run because you care about
students. If you care about students, you
have to work with each other in seeking the
students' interests. If I say something like
that, I don't see why they could refuse in
the first place. Second of all, how I would
reduce the tension; I wanted to try to put
together two members from different par-
ties. If they happen to work on a pet project
they would think it is important. For exam-
ple, Richard Akuettey, when he's elected he
wants to make an art gallery possible for
Baruch students. Using that I will try to get
two people to work together so that they
can understand each other. I will stress that
we were not representing the party when we
. '.
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Barucll Independent party
functions that their charter says they will
do. We do not have a bias against any club
or organization within the school.
, Ticker: How would you decide to spend
money for the use of DSSG? What criteria
are used?
Sit (B): The government has a large budget.
We will try to sacrifice some of the student
government money to allocate to the clubs
to show them they can have more money,
because they have more manpower. There
are 82 clubs and some 300 members that can
work for the student body.
Ticker: Has this been done in. the past?
Sacrificing funds that were meant for
DSSG?
Sit (B): Yes I think they did, for something
like that, but I think the amount is not
enough. Since there's a large amount of
money, we can still share more with the
clubs so that all people can get-their money.
Neil Weiss (B): I'd like to add something to
what Po said. I think it's a very important
issue that he brings up of sacrificing some
of the DSSG money towards the clubs. Our
party emphasizes the fact that we'd like to
increase funds to academic clubs as well as
increase funds for cultural clubs to enrich
the entire school; but at the same time we
do not want to take away money from the
social clubs which we feel also serve an im-
portant position in the school.
Halt(U): I think that theDSSG has done a
good job in giving clubs money. I know
that there are clubs that feel they have not
got enough funding. We have two other
allocating bodies which are more than
capable of satisfying their financial needs.
And I do not think that government should
limit itself in terms of having money
available should an emergency arise by hav-
ing all the money distributed to clubs. We
have $50,000 allocated to appeals, $5,000
allocated to sponsorship.
Anita Shechter (U): If I understand the
question correctly, it's not 'have we
allocated the budget for clubs,' but it's how
we allocate the budget for DSSG's use. I
think the most important question is what
can DSSG do for students. Now whether
that be helping when a program might be
worthwhile; or it may be in funding letter-
writing campaigns about the tuition in-
crease. Things that the clubs are too small
to do or not organized enough to do. Or a
very important factor is in renovating cam-
pus lounges and that would go into the
thousands of dollars, and obviously no club
could do that. I think that's a major issue
DSSG should undertake.
Clivner (1): There would have to be input
from many different sectors of the school
community, faculty, administrators and
clubs, of course, included. Once that input
is provided, then decisions can be made. Of
course, I have to agree with the candidate
for vice-president [Shechter] when she says
that certain funding could not actually be
provided out of a club's budget, but rather
should be provided out of DSSG's funds
and that would include, of course, fighting
tuition increases. Unfortunately, I have not
seen that done in the past; and while the
USA party has been in power, perhaps they
are changing their direction. Up until
now....
Shechter (U): When I hear you say that this
has not been done in the past, I beg to dif-
fer. It has been done last year; there was a
major fight against the tuition increase. We
were able to reduce the proposed five-year
increase to one year, we were able to totally
eliminate the $25 computer fee, and this.
r
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Po Sit (RIP)
Ticker: How do you decide how much
money to allocate to dubs?
Daniel Clivner (I): A primary concern in
drawing up the budget would be for enough
funding for any club or organization which
deserves it as long as they meet and address
the social and academic needs of the stu-
dent population.
Po Sit (B): I would say everything the stu-
dent body is interested in is important. Ac-
cording to our party's platform and my per-
sonal experience, academic problems in this
school are very important to us and in terms
of the budget we will try to encourage
academic and cultural clubs. For example,
Accounting and Marketing Society - that
kind of club. Baruch is enriched by many
cultures: Oriental, Hispanic, black and
Jewish.... When we set up the budget we
will try to know everything about the clubs,
everything about student interest. So I
would say that there is nothing that is unim-
portant.
Garfield Hall (U): One of my primary goals
in setting up the budget is to have all clubs
serve the entire school community. I don't
think clubs should serve one ethnic group
excluding other ethnic groups. Academical-
ly, these clubs should provide a function.
I'm a strong supporter of clubs that offer
tutorial services. I don't think that there is
anything that is unimportant in setting up
the budget. . .. We want to allocate a
budget that is large enough not only to
satisfy the needs of members at the club,
but also the other students at the school.
Ticker: You mentioned just before that
clubs should not serve just one ethnic group
or concern, yet most clubs at tbe college
just serve certain segments of tbe popula-
tion. For example, you have PRIDE,
Chinese Culture Club, and BLACK. How
do these clubs serve the Baruch community
at large? .
Hall (U): As far as I see it these clubs open
these programs to the rest of the Baruch
community. They encourage other
members of the community to attend these
functions. It is up to the rest of the com-
munity to get involved in those functions. I
know the Chinese Club, the Caribbean
Club and the Haitian Club - their func-
tions don't exclude anyone.
Sit (B): I think when the Finance Committee
meets with clubs we will encourage them to
open all events to the whole student body
at Baruch; in fact, it's fun to share your
culture with other people. So when we
allocate a budget we will ask them to try
and make events open and put up more
flyers so we can touch every student in
Baruch, so that everyone can share the
culture.
'Clivner (I): I must agree with Po when he
says that we would urge clubs to share.
, However, I'm surprised that Garfield says
he would limit or exclude any clubs which
do not serve the interest or a broad spec-
trum of Baruch students. And I can hardly
think of any club that does exclude to that
extent the interest of Baruch students. So
I'm surprised ... and perhaps you can cite
some of these clubs and perhaps in the
future we will not fund them.
Hall (U): I'm afraid you misunderstood me.
I did not say we would exclude any club or
limit any club which did not serve their
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In closing, Harrison shared her
insights regarding her own children
and the problems that they face.
her Art 2050. 2060. 3050. and 3060
classes. writing. although impor-
tant. is not stressed as much as it is
in Dollars. and Sense. ••What is
stressed. however. are the works of
contemporary masters of graphic
design," says Professor Smith. She
explained that for Artograph the
students are given biographies and
other research material on Massimo
and Leila Vignelli. The students
then work together in developing
questions that would elicit in-
teresting answers. Not only of in-
terest to themselves. but more im-
p()rt~Q,tJ'y tQ Hle.. readers oi.Ario-.
graph - readers such as art ,stu-
dents and designers in New York.
England, and Tokyo.
Since Professor Bernstein once
worked at Esquire magazine and
still works as a free-lance writer,
and Professor Smith once worked
at Mademoiselle and Woman's Day
and is also a free-lance graphic
designer, both still love being in-
volved with a magazine. Although
they both try wholeheartedly to
practice a hands-off policy when it
comes to Dollars ana Sense and Ar-
tograph, they're waiting in the
wings just in case a student gets
caught in the eye of the tornado.
But. so far. so good. ..
"who are tied to this world. When
you read their stuff, you know they
are living in the recognizable world
as we see it."
"The problems of 20- and 21-year-
olds are painful because they're on
their way to adulthood. You can
think you are God, and you want to
spare them pain. These children
have never brought you grief, yet
you know that they are going to
have grief and their unhappiness, it
is the hardest thing in the world to
bare," she said. "But what I have
to say is look around you at people
who don't have children. Are they
spared grief and pain? No, nobody
is - so I guess you choose what
kind of griefs and pains you have. "
The VlgnelUs': umost influential designers around."
Paae 13
fessor Bernstein. "More photos or
more text?" Managing Editor
Szendyadds, "Just because Dollars
and Sense is a business publication
doesn't mean it has to be boring or
stuffy. The art of business after ali
is very exciting and can be very
esthetic if done properly.",
Unlike Dollars and Sense, Arto-
graph is devoted strictly to art.
More precisely, graphic design.
This issue includes two of the
world's greatest designers,
Massimo and LeIla Vignelli. If you
have not heard of them, you've un-
doubtedl~-seen ,their -W4rk. -The
Vigndlis' designed the Saint Peter's
Church at the Citicorp Center, the
shopping bags for Bloomingdales,
the packaging for Saks, the cor-
porate design program for Knoll
and Alcoa, and the New York City
Subway maps, as well as numerous
other projects. According to Pro-
fessor Virginia Smith, the editor
and design director for Artograph,
and design consultant for Dollars
and Sense, "The Vignellis' are
probably the most influential
designers around today."
Professor Smith says that since
Artograph is from the Art depart-
ment, where graphic artists and
photographers are recruited from
The TIcker
v.
'.
generating story ideas, researching
background information, and in-
terviewing people in the field. Then
comes the hard work of writing,
rewriting, and rewriting." Since
Dollars and Sense only comes out
once a year, the editorial staff has
to update stories and data to keep
the copy timely. Always watching
the competition from the profes-
sional business press, Professor
Bernstein strongly encourages the
editorial staff. to think of
themselves as professional business
writers competing with such
publications as Forbes, Fortune,
Businessweek, and The Wall Street
Journal. "It may seem a little
brazen from a publication that
comes out yearly, but we still try to
make sure that the big boys don't
scoop us," says Professor Berns-
tein.
Beyond its business content,
Dollars and Sense works hard at
balancing the editorial and the
visual aspects of the publication.
"It's a real tug of war," says Pro-
writers and their work are often
misunderstood. "You often hear
about writers, artists, and neurosis.
Writers write out of the healthy
primary needs, and are very part of themselves, not out of the
helpful." she said, "because what sick part of themselves," she said.
•they do is they help you do the "Tennessee Williams was someone
standing-back, part (as a writer) and however, who used neurotic
to observe yourself in a different material, his own neurosis, with
way." Harrison said children "tie which to write. But generally it's
you to this world... they give you the healthy part of you that does
different views of the world and the writing - you may be dealing
yourself. The joys are more than with material of great pain."
the grief. " Harrison said that it is from this
In regard to the business of misconception that "the theory
writing, Harrison revealed a "sense that writers made bad parents" is
of guilt" in admitting that, as a from. "Well," she said, "people
writer, she is "somewhat privi- who aren't .writers also make bad
leged." In believing that probably parents. "
no one can really have it all, Ham- Writing in" itself does relate to
son explained that artists and writ- childhood experiences however.
ers may be the exception since they "Most fiction, however diguised,
"have the potential to have it all." comes out of your childhood. I'm
Other professionals, such as firmly convinced this is true," said
lawyers and physicians, "have to be Harrison. "Writers are in that way
at work at a certain hour, while self-absorbed. Even though our Finally, she said, "My children re-
writers don't have to be anywhere best material is ourselves - you have mind me that goodness is possible.
at any certain hour." A writer can to stand back and apart from They remind me that even I could
choose. yourself at the same time as you go be good if I try hara enough. I
However, Harrison said, "it is inward." Explaining that she "had would give a second thought to a
not to say that there aren't prob- no taste for airy-fairy writers. .. society yr'hich says that children
lems." She then explained how' Harrison· said sbe- -prefers those· ·stud ,m the-way/~ . - ... "
>~ •
..... , ...'t
';-, : ., ".
The upcoming issue of Dollars
and Sense, whose editorial staff
consists of students from Professor
Roslyn Bernstein' s Business and
Financial Writing (English 3200)
course, will have an editorial mix of
18 stories that run the gamut from
.. Software Piracy." to the .•Alien
Aided Work Force," to "Direct
Mail Fraud." The cover story and
cover photograph remain "top se-
cret until the day of distribution."
according to Leslie Szen dy , the
magazine's managing editor.
As managing editor, Szendy
oversees the entire production
Software and Graphics
schedule, which includes coordina-
tion of staffing, editing, typeset-
ting, and designing. Although
managing editor might sound like a
glorified position to some, Szendy
insists that it's not. "It's more like
the agony of the d'feet. It He went
on to say, "I may be managing
editor. but without the writers. edi-
tors. and photographers. I'd have
no magazine to manage. They do
much of the work, including
was not impaired by the fact that
she is a mother, as she made a firm
conviction that having children has
never stopped anyone from writing.
"I'm not talking about extreme cir-
cumstances, .. she said. .. I don't
know what it would be like to have
a child who had some severe
physical or emotional handicap.
But having children in their general
run of problems seems severe, but it
doesn't stop people from writing."
Harrison elaborated by mention-
ing the fact that writers Virginia
Woolf and Emily Dickinson' are
two successful women who chose
not to have any children, or any
other confining human ties. "But
were these their choices or do
choices choose us?" said Harrison.
In responding to whether her
children inhibit her creativity, Har-
rison spoke about her children's in-
fluence on her work. "Yes, my
children do inhibit me. But I see
this as asking yourself whether
ethics and art conflict or work
together. . Children's needs are
DoIIan.1UId Sease at work: uwritlnl, rewriting, and rewritl.."
""
By FJIie Koteas
JJ7omen Writers: Creative Choices
April 25, 1984
Meet ThePress'
"I started writing when I Web
separated. I had no clearly
recognizable talent. I knew I would
be a lousy waitress, so I decided to
write and I was very fortunate in-
deed, " said author Barbara Griz-
zuti Harrison, who spoke on the
subject of "The Woman Writer:
Children and Work," on March 27
in the faculty lounge of the 24th
Street building as part of the
celebration of Women's History
Month..
Ms. Harrison, who authored
Learning the Lies, Visions oj
Glory, and OffCenter, a collection
of essays, has also been published
in The New York Times, The Na-
tion, McCalls, The Washington
Post, and The. New Republic.
Before her writing career began,
however, Harrison was "the
woman in the neighborhood mak-
ing the chocolate chip cookies. I
wasglad when those children would
come to my house. I loved it!"
Her decision to become a writer
By Matthew S. Nadler
Although Baruch College is most
noted for its business curriculum,
the Journalism program and Art
department are nothing to squawk
at.
Case in point: After almost one
year of extensive preparation, Jour-
nalism and Art are soon to go to
press with their latest publications,
the Business Journalism program
with Dollars and $ense. the Baruch
College Business Review, due to hit
you on campus newsstands April
25th, and the Art department with
ArtfJgraph; a- magazine' -devoted to
graphic arts due out the end of
April. Both magazin~are
distributed free of charge, ~d both
magazines are written, designed.
and published by Baruch students,
for the Baruch community.
Dollarsand Sense and Artograph
have been published by Baruch's
Journalism Graphics newsroom
ever since 1977. Dollars and Sense
is now going on its sixth issue. and
Artograph is going on its fourth
issue. 1984 will be an exceptionally
colorful year for Dollars and Sense
since it will have. for the first time,
a color cover, along with an editori-
al content that can stand up to any
professional publication.
-,
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AMERICAN PREMERESTARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 13
A CINEMA 5 THEATRE
, CINEMA II I
3rdAve. at 60th SI. • PI.. 301745
GRADUATING SENIORS!!
PROFESSIONAL SALES CAREERS
DATA PROCESSING
MICROCOMPUTERS
OFFICE AUTOMATION
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT
BUSINESS SUPPLIES
ALL FEES PAID BY CLIENT COMPANIES
with
NATIONAL COMPANIES
offering
EXCELLENT EARNINGS POTENTIAL
JON HARVEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
(516) 249-3200-
April 25, 1984
"DUite unlike anything that's gone before...
Denis Ouilley outcamps LA CAGE AUX FOLlES:'
. -Bruce·wilian1sOrl, PLAYBOY MAGAz!NE
CALL TODAY FOR AN IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW.
We have numerous SALES TRAINEE positions
available right now throughout the
Greater New York Region.
We are professional executive recruiters
who specialize in placing sales people
in the following industries:
The Ticker
Interested?
Call WMBM
725-7168
Seeks Skilled
Engineers' and
Technicians
WBMB Baruch's
Radio Station
Why?
To contribute their
time to help service
and maintain techni-
cal radio equipment.
Extra! Extra!
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hesive network within the profes-
sion. The only requirement for
membership into the Baruch chap-
ter is to be an accounting major.
The NABA's activities include
tutoring. assistance in finding in-
ternships and or jobs after gradua-
tion, and special guest lectures pre-
sented by professionals in banking
and accounting. Most recently, the
club sponsored a lecture by Sheryl
Hillard, Managing Editor of Black
Enterprise magazine. Guest speak-
ers from Chemical Bank, Peliotte,
and Haskins and Sells have also
participated..
Currently the club is looking for
new members, particularly lower
classrnen, to replace graduating
seniors. NABA meets on Thurs-
days. between 12:30 and 2:40~ dur-
ing club hours. .
As for Mark, as a student leader,
writer, administrator. and eventual
professional accountant, if ambition
is the father of opportunity, then
his opportunities should be many.
(212) 661-2010
Openings for:
Good People
Office Automation
Temporaries
Summer Jobs
call for an immediate appointment
Accounting Clerks
Personal Computing
CRT Operators and
Typists...
....
along with 20 accumulated credits
in accounting. His long-term goals
are to take the CPA exam in No-
vember. graduate cum laude, land
a job with a large accounting firm.
and to eventually become a lawyer
with a specialization in finance.
Besides his NABA presidency.
Mark is also a member of Baruch's
Enterprise Board which acts as a
watchdog of the college cafeterias,
bookstores, and the like. The
Board's objective is to keep ,Prices
reasonable, and to insure standards
of quality. He is also an assistant to
Carl Aylman, Director -of the Stu-
dent Center.
Outside of Baruch. Mark enjoys
running, weightlifting, and volun-
teers his time to participate in an
Income Tax Assistants Program.
As for the club itself, the NABA
is a fairly new organization which
was formed by black accountants in
1970. The two main objectives of
NABA are to help inexperienced
accountants to be acquainted with
the profession, and to create a co-
works in their journal Presidential
Quarter/y. they will not publish
Cary's paper. "They do publish
graduate papers, but they're pro-
bably afraid"of getting high-grade
trash from undergraduates."
Perhaps if Cary resubmits
"Publius on the Presidency: Im-
plications for Presidential Leader-
ship" as a freelancer, Presidential
Quarterly might publish it. If not,
another public affairs journal
might. Next year,Cary will be tak-
ing an independent study class with
DeMaio. The course requires an
in-depth paper, so there is a chance
that one will be published.
By Arthur Keating
For the past two years, Mark
Elliot Ballard has dominated the
National Association of Black Ac-
countant's annual essay contest.
Part of the national organization"s
annual conference of accounting
professionals. this year held at
Penn State in March, the essay con-
test included an estimated SO to 100
student participants from eighteen
college NABA chapters across the
country. The contest's topic, "How
Can The National Association of
Black Accountant's Influence The
Accounting Profession?" was an
easy one for Baruch's chapter pres-
ident. Mark won first place and a
5100 prize. There were no second
or third place prizes.
A student at Baruch for 21/2
years, Mark spent his first two
years of college at Hunter. While
working for Hearst magazine, he
became interested in accounting
and now carries a 3.4 GPA in his
major, and an overall GPA of 3.1.
Mark'~ short-term goal is to be-
come a member of Beta Alpha Psi,
which means attaining a 3.2 GPA,
She's right. The walk is a worth-
while trip. "It's fun, and it's an
entirely different kind of
teaching, " adds Crum, with a smile
that invites visitors to come and
~~_~.bet~12~S.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.•••. :~.--!1
said- Crum. . "We' have _.begUn'
discussions with other colleges in
regard to lending and borrowing
collections by professional
recognized artists."
On April 26, the Gallery will pre-
sent the opening of The McCrory
Corporation exhibit from 5 to 7 pm
during a reception where wine and
refreshments will be served. Crum
feels this particular exhibit will be
of interest to business students
since they will be in contact with
this type of art in their professional
careers after graduation.
Crum is proud of The Gallery.
This not only shows, but is also
passed on to students as she offers
a great learning opportunity. "Peo-
ple wander in and chat. ICs a nice
change from the classroom and
there is a lot of value to be gained in
m this setting," said Crum, who was3 an art dealer prior to graduate
t;; school at Columbia and has been a
eI teacher in our Art Department
~ since 1974.
~ The Gallery may not be unique,
but it is different for Baruch. It's
refreshing as it resembles the
facilities found at an out-of-town
or a residential college. It offers a
serenity which, along with its
cultural value, is found nowhere
else in an institution like Baruch
where even study lounges have
radios playing and loud conversa-
tions- gOiriicm.uIt (the gallery)
. allows people to take a break from
the stresses and strain of daily ac-
activities, and it's close enough,"
said Crum. ••Baruch students de-
serve a place to quit and relax in a
pleasant atmosphere. They earned
it."
The TIeker
)
and Michael Goldberg. "Ruben
and Goldberg are represented in the
permanent collection .of many ma-
jor American museums and have
been shown since the late '1940's,"
said Katherine Crum, the Gallery's
director. Crum also confided that
in the future "there are big pros-
pects."
Overseeing all is the gallery com-
mittee which consists of represen-
tatives from Liberal Arts, Business,
other administrative departments,
and the student body. "The com-
mittee . has been overseeing the
Gallery program for the past two
y~~._ Pt:eyiQ~Y-, exhibitjQQ$. )V~e
held in the 24th Street building,"
ESSAY WINNERS
April 25,1984.
The Corner Gallery
By Ira Kom
BanlchiaDs have passed the cor-
ner of 22nd and Lexington in recent
years apathetically acknowledging
the structure there. The Family
Court building, which wasonce fill-
ed with sorrows and sob stories,
still stands at 135 East 22nd Street,
but currently belongs to Baruch.
Inside is The. Gallery, which con-
tains a multi-faceted environment
that is unlike any other place within
the confines of our college.
"Currently the OalIery's old mar-
ble decore is contrasted by the
abstract \fdrks of RJcwd Ruben'
By Nina S. Dobris
Already resigned to leaving the
Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Washington, D.C. without so much
as an honorable mention for his ef-
forts in the Moses Leo Gitelson
Essay Award Contest, Cary Feder-
man, a 21-year-old Baruch junior,
could be nothing else but surprised
when ·he heard the M.C. say, "first
prize goes to CUNY, Baruch Col-
lege, Cary Federman. n
"I thought maybe I might get an
honorable mention or even third
place, but when he said my -name,
all I could say was, 'oh, my Lord. ,,,
Entering the Gitelson essay con-
test was a last minute decision for
Cary. Professor DeMaio of the
Political Science Department sug-
gested the idea to him in mid-
January. He thought this particular
competition might be interesting
for Cary to enter because the
theme, "National Leadership: The
Contest, 1984," set forth by the
political science journal. Presiden-
tial Quarterly. was a subject Cary
was quite intrigued with. Cary
agreed to enter the contest.
DeMaio provided him with three
books and a monograph to work
from and with the help of Pro-
fessors DeMaio and BoIce of
Political Science and Professor
Bernstein of Journalism, Cary
completed his final draft three
weeks later, just in time for the
February 17 deadline.
r:"Professor DeMai~ Bolce and
(Bernstein are really great. Without
/DeMaio's American Political
Thought class, I really would have
been deficient in my scholarship.
Professor Bernstein's feature arti-
cle writing class also helped. I
learned how to expand more on cer-
I ..
725-7620
• I
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On display will be worts by students of Day and
EVCllinaSessions enroned in courses offered by the
Art Department durinl the 1983/84 academic: year:
pbo.opoap.... dnwi.... paID...... two aad tIIl'ft
CU....ouI daJ.... prIIIb. ceruaIa. lCII.....ft.
corponte IdeIIUty .... ~ertlletDftt.
The exhibit is sponsored by the Art Department
and the Quality of Ufe Committee. Everybody is
c:ordiaUy invited.
DONORS
WANTED
For information
IDANT
LABORATORY
935-1430
GrafFiti Artists W'!tU
Great Opportunity For
Talented Individuals.
B",k D,,,",, n"i,i fIJ,!!
May 3 through May 16
24th Street Gallery
(ISS East 24t1l Street, Lobby)
Opening Reception:
May 3, at 12 Noon
April 25,- 1984
SEMEN will be used
for artificial insemination
for couples
who cannot have children
due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will be
fully screened and tested.
Accepted Donors
are PAID.
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'99¢ Whopper I
, Sandwich I
, with this coupon I
• Good only at Whopper ,
•• ExpreatAOE.23rd.ST. I
• EXP.4/29 I
...-_-_...-...----_...r-------------,199¢ Whopper I
, Sandwich i
I. with this coupon I
,-
• Good only at Whopper II • ExpreSl«) E. 23rd. ST. I
I EXP. 5/7 I
.._-_...._-----_..
e
Look for an application on campus.
Zesty catsup and real mayonnaise
..,.. .
A big. toasted five-Inch sesame seed bun
Cnsp. Iceberg lettuce
T'NO farm fresh slices 01 ripe tomato
•
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r® Sandwich
Here's what makesItso gedaI.
Bet. Broadway. Park Ave. So.
Mon.-Fri. 7am - lOpm Sot. 70m - 5pm
~GRWDOPPER®
!IL EXPRESS TN
40 East 23rd St.
.~
Ifyou're a senior and have the promise o~ a $10,000 ca;eer-oriented job,
do you think it's difficult to get the American Express Card?
Guess again.
It's rather easy.
In fact, all you need is a $10,000 job. That's it. No strings. No gim-
micks. And this offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
Because American Express wants to show that we not only believe in
your future, but we also believe in you now.
But why do you need the American Express C~rd now? . .
First of all, it's a good way to help you to establish your credit history.
And you know how important that is.
Of course, you can also use the Card for vacation ~rips, as ~ell as
for restaurants and shopping. And because the Card IS recognIzed and
welcomed worldwide, so are you. r.-
So call 800-52&8000 for a Special I
Student Application or look for one at
your college bookstore or on your
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't
leave school without it,"
--
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Olympic hopeful, her young
daughter the swimmer, and another
bab~ ~ue ~his August, Wendy
Boglioli s SWImmer spirit is sure to
carry on.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY:
rRA KORN AND MARIO STAVRAKIS
Wendy wanted to try out for this
year's Olympic Swim Team but was
turned down because she had
coached a Yale University swim
t~am. ~his qualifies her as a profes-
sional SInce she earned money from
h~r name. According to the Olym-
pIC Committee's rules, any swim-
mer w~o ear~s money through their
sport IS classified as a professional
and is, therefore, not eligible to
~~mpete. at the Olympic Games.
The .biggest hypocrisy of - the
Olympic Games is that all sports are
not equal - half are amateurs and
the other half aren't," said Wendy.
B~t the family tradition will be
'carn~d on. Wendy's younger sister,
Laune Lehner is. 27 and cur-
rently holds the world's .record in
th~ lOO-meter butterfly; she will be
trying for the Olympic Team this
June. Wendy looks forward en-
thusiastically to seeing Laurie enter
and triumph this summer at the Los
Angeles Summer Olympic Games.
Wendy still swims five times a
week for at least an hour and
trains with weights as well. Her
young daughter also swims and
competes with other children her
age. Between her sister Laurie, and
TIle Ticker
ticipates actively as a member of
the U.S. Olympic Committee's
Athletic Advisory Council the
Women's Sports Foundatio~ Ad-
visory Board, and is a volunteer for
both the March of Dimes and
United Cerebral Palsy.
In 1973, Wendy was the first
woman ever to win a swimming
~cholarship to Monmouth College
In N.ew Jersey, where she began in-
tensrve training with coach Bill
Palmer. Wendy contends that she
ne~er wanted to do anything but
sw~m. "I wanted to be an Olympic
SWImmer. I wanted to be a cham-
p~on. And when I made the Olym-
pre Team it encouraged me to keep
up with my sport even more."
While growing up, winning was
of primary importance to Wendy.
A very competitive woman this
. . '
co m p e tr t 1veness has carried
through to all aspects of her life.
Wendy believes that her peak years
of swimming came after she reach-
ed 20. She· says that she was faster
at 26, ~fter having a baby, working,
and going to college, than when she
was 18. She feels stronger, more
confident, and more secure than
she did when she was a teenager.
Celebrated April 9 - 13
hours a day. Wendy feels that her
parents' coaching gave her an edge
over those whose coaches were not
family members because Wendy
could not leave her training at the
pool - it followed her home and if
she had not given her 100010 every
day, she would have to hear it not
only from her parents, but 'from
siblings as well.
Fin~ly at age 21, after 15 years
of . rigorous training, Wendy's
dedication paid off. During the
1976 Summer Olympic Games at
Montreal, the American women's
freestyle relay team took first
place, upsetting East Germany in
":hat they thought would be an easy
victory. Said Wendy, "We did
what nobody thought we could
do-we won a gold medal. The
German women were appalled."
. Now, at age 29, Wendy Boglioli
IS married, has a 5-year-old
daughter, and works as a sponsor
.speaker bureau director for M&M/
Mars Company. Wendy also par-
_..
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By Sonia Dunlop
Golden Girl
"The Olympic Committment: A
Pers?nc:' Story". is how Wendy
Boglioli summarizes the hard work
and social deprivation she endured
for 15 years in order to become an
Olympic gold medalist at the 1976
Montreal Summer Olympic Games.
Wendy Boglioli, an Olympic
gold and bronze medal winner in
swimming, spoke at Baruch on
Thursday, April 5, during club
hours. An elegant reception with
lunch was given in her honor, with
salad and sandwiches for all.
Wendy's heart-touching story of
her extreme dedication and devo-
tion to swimming during her
younger years would easily have
brought even the most stone-
~earted of us close to tears. Beginn-
mg at age six, Wendy's father
would bring her and her younger
sister Laurie to a nearby lake each
May 30th to beging a rigorous
training regimen lasting at least 2
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terior decorator than a gigolo. He seems
frail, and succumbs to jealousy. He tells
Eva that she is working too hard and that
she smiles provocatively at her customers.
She says that is how she always smiles. Feel-
ing abashed, Chris takes refuge with his
oldest customer, a rich man who loves art as,
much 'as he loves Chris. But it's Eva who
Chris wants to possess and the old man gets
the heave-hoe
Possession becomes the central theme in
the role change exhibited by Chris. He
wants Eva for himself. He wants to have a
child, with her . Hewants the relationship to
be what it was in the beginning. She sees
through this facade and we see her take out
her frustrations on her customers (not that
they seem tornjnd), With.every whip.. with
every tightening of the leather, it becomes
apparent that it is Chris she is torturing. She
is projecting the weakness that she resents
in Chris onto her clients. The only problem
as she confesses to a girlfriend, a fat, older
prostitute who introduced Eva into the
business and to her first trick, is that she en-
joys beating these men. By this time the
anti-sado-masochists have left the theater.
And we begin to see some flaws. In these
latter scenes, the continuity is broken as
the film whisks from one scene to another.
Soon slow motion is introduced. As one
of Eva's customers leaves we see (from
Chris's vantage point) that she is flirting
with a client. The camera takes us from
Chris's eyes to the man exiting solemnly.
Unfortunately, the director has overdone
this scene. The audience has been fixated
into a mood and by shattering it.the direc-
tor has lost credibility. By using speed to
symbolize the disintegrating relationship he
has taken away from, instead of supple-
menting, his message.
As the film slows down, its characters'
tempers speed up. Chris's eves take on
morbid pallor after he sneaks "his way up-
stairs and spies on Eva in action. She i s
dressed in a tight black leather outfit that
exposes her breasts and she is tightening a
strap on ~ cust~mer's chest and pulling a
cham against his mouth. He looks at her
disgustedly, but she only pulls the chain
harder. The man falls. Chris exits in shock.
Now, the final themes are elicited: sub-
mission and power. Chris and Eva vie for
both and we see the dwindling fire of pas-
sion extinguished. Chris wants Eva to stay,
but she writes in her diary, "I cannot return
Chris' stenderness. " The ending, or break-
up. is a shecker. And this is one' of the
film's pluses, because the director who
brought them together, .periodically un-
bound them until they were free of each
other.
Woman in Flames is not a film for all to
see. It is realistic, cruel and punishing. Yet,
if in you burns that secret fantasy to envi-
sion the life of a whore, see this movie. It
will change your mind.
- Peter Konf~derllk_ . _
. ' .) '., ,
Let's kiss and make-up
Film: The Buysexuals
Picture this - a young wife preparing
for a dinner party can't seem- to do anything
right to please her stern, stoic husband. So
she creeps up the stairs, grabs her suitcase,
and slips by the guests and out the door.
How to support herself out in the world?
She becomes a whore. As she defines it,
.. A tramp is a young girl who men use.
while a whore is a professional who uses
men." Her goal is to be the best whore that
ever was. However. trouble develops in her
erotic paradise when she falls in love with
an alleged art student and moves in with
him. While their sex life is great. there is a
secret lurking underneath the covers, as
she overhears in a phone conversation be-
tween him (Chris) and a lady. He says.
"200 marks for anything you want. Yes I
will accompany you 'to th-e restaurant. but
the cab fare is on you." .
Turns out he is German director Robert
Van Ackeren's answer to the American
Gigolo. The film, A Woman in Flames, is a
satiric examination of a true Odd Couple.
Can two prostitutes live together without
driving each other crazy?
Undoubtedly, the answer is no. At first,
he takes his tricks upstairs to do his thing
and then she takes hers. Chris isn't picky,
he applies the vaseline either way. Eva's
customers are kinky, middle-aged and older
men who prefer black teather , fishnet
stockings, lea ther tethers and an old
fashioned whipping-perhaps just like
mother used to do it.
Things go smoothly in the beginning. She
makes money. He makes money. They
move into a new apartment but it is the
spiral staircase that holds the key to what is
in store. Constantly the director focuses in
on it to give the impression of the real and
unreal worlds in which these people live and
play. The room downstairs is reality. It's
business, it's attired and it's dreary. The
room upstairs is another story - Q. place of
fantasy. ectasy and horror. By using such
symbolism, the director shows the negative,
pessimistic side of the world's oldest profes-
sion. Nothing is filtered in this movie, but
some of the dialogue is crass, melodramatic
and unnecessary. The music, rarely on the
upbeat, is mundane and slows the film's
pace and mood to a crawl. Yet with these
bad points, it is nontheless hard to be
depressed during this film because it's dif-
ficult to take it seriously-it's a tragic
parody of a situation that might never exist.
In one scene Eva's customer has her dress in
underwear and an apron and wash the
dishes. He orders her to have sex with him
and she tells him that she has to make a
phone call first. Afterwards, he comes in
the room where she is and she applies make-
up onto his face. He laughs deviously and is
sexually appeased. '
As the tone of the film changes from pro-
sperity to sin, the characters fade out from
under their mired image and stand undress-
ed for all to see. Chris looks more like an in-
.... b ' . J' _. .' I
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on. When he lifts its cover, the audience is
awed by the similar visage, the sloping nose
and curled hair. Bates too is disturbed, for
in an instant he seizes her scalpel and at-
tacks the bust with wild abandon. Ellen
bursts into the room, but is too late to stop
him. He has destroyed her work, it cannot
be repaired. .
Up to this point the focus was on Dr.
Bates and his suffering. After Ellen assesses
the damage, she burns with a violent rage
no less than his. Ms. Geraci also delivers an
impassioned protest and defends the merits
of her work. "It's 'a murder," what he's
done. He refused to see her as an intellec-
tual and creative equal and assumed the
right to destroy her work. "Go find another
prodigy, hitch your career to their wagon,"
she screams. Almost immediately he
realizes the enormity of his error, but a part
of her has been destroyed and she can no
longer continue with this work. He tries to
console her, but she won't let him, and he's
in a rush to pack and catch his plane to
Sweden, where he'll accept Thomas's
award.
An earlier confrontation occurred in
Bates's classroom, when Ellen appeared
and questioned whether seas and stars really
carried any more weight than hearts and
minds. Was not Dr. Bates's private yearn-
ing for Fielder to win the prize an irrational,
illogical, and uncontrollable human
response? Didn't he contradict himself and
show himself to be as irrational and
spiritual as the artist? Dr. Bates was stunn-
ed at these questions and could not reject
her claims. He walked out of his class
before he'd even begun it, and later
reprimanded Ellen for being "highly
unethical" and for employing "emotional
terrorism." Her actions were manipulative
and. unreasonable" and she 'sought' to
undermine his credibility as a teacher and a
scientist. ...
At the end, the two conclude that they
cannot work together. They see their
similarities and Claim they··' 'both are
masters of their craft," but can also be
"mighty monsters." He presents Ellen with
Fielder's medal and his diploma. She
chooses one of her students to do Mordecai
Bates's bust because she can't and "art is ir-
replaceable." The show ends with them
considering the possibilities of time travel,
transporting the sun, and immortalization
through procreation.
The Man Who Could See Througn Time
is running at the Ark Theatre Company,
131 Spring Street. Direction is by Carey
Perloff, costumes by Martha Kelly, scenery
by Loy Arcenas and lighting design by
David N. Weiss. The stunning music was
composed and performed by Raymond
Benson. The : sculpture is by Hilarie
Johnson. This touching and tasteful perfor-
mance ought not to be missed. Ms.
Wagener is vying for a place in American
letters. and this piece shows she's one of
the more serious contenders.
-Carolyne Abernathy
The Doctor aDd tile SCldptrels: opposites attract
Stage: Blinded By Science
April.2S. 1984
In Terri Wagener's marvelous new play,
The Man Who Could See Through Time, a
talented young sculptress and a brilliant·
physicist are thrown together for a short
while and forced to recall the young man
they both loved, the late Thomas Fielder.
Professor Mordecai Bates (Bob Gunton)
has entered his middle years and feels
frustrated that he cannot communicate the
wonder and beauty of his science to a
young, disinterested class. He presents a
series of lectures, seven in all which, though
shedding some light upon Einstein and his
ideas, remain hopelessly abstruse. He
hasn't appreciated one student as much as
his "prodigy protege" Fielder, who had
gone on to create 'the Fielder lens' and now
stands a good chance of being posthumous-
ly awarded this year's Nobel Prize. Ellen
Brock (Leslie Geraci), the sculptor, had
been Tom's lover but they were forced
apart by the very tension that dooms this
professional relationship, for the orienta-
tions of the artist and the scientist are polar
opposites. Yet Ms. Wagener sees a bridge
between the two crafts and suggests that
they both employ similar methods to arrive
at parallel results.
Ellen Brock is commissioned by Pro-
fessor Bates's sister to sculpt him. She rents
attic space from the sister and works with
Bates in the evening. (Dr. Bates lives alone
in the attic which, perhaps, is meant to
signify that his material success is indeed
small.) At first, he resists the idea of her
creating a living monument, but later
relents. Their talk turns personal, he
demands to 'know how she was related to
Thomas, if they were lovers. She evades his
query and tells him that she found Tom,
whom she'd first known as a physics tutor,
cold. "crippled" and "deliberately un-
kind. " Bates becomes enraged at these
words. He yells to her that Tom was not as
she claims, but affectionate and brilliant.
His anger is on the verge of turning violent,
but he's drunk with liquor and passion and
- kisses-the artist instead.
In the next scene the news from the
Swedish Academy is in - Thomas Fielder
won the Nobel Prize. Ellen writes to Tom's
parents in West Virginia and instructs them,
without Bates's approval, to send the award
medal to Dr. Bates. That night when she
tells him what she did he becomes even
more enraged. Mr. Gunton is at his best
during these fits of passion. His interpreta-
tion is such that it causes sympathy for and
even fear of his character, whose brilliance
is in a delicate balance with his sanity. He
knocks over his chairs and moves as if to
strike Ellen, before he storms out of the
room and Scene V. The next scene restores
the peace; he is at ease with his class and
does . not slacken from his duty, even
though he realizes he's barely understood.
Ms. Wagener's depiction of a university
professor, from his peculiar style of humor
down to his gum-bottomed shoes, is an
achievement in itself.
When Dr. Bates returns to his room, he
steals a peek at the bust Ellen was working
,
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Stage: Eh! Man
Baruch's Department of Speech reached
way back into the 15th Century and dusted
off Everyman, a venerable holy roller of a
moral play in which an average man is sum:'
moned to meet his maker because of greed,
lust. avarice and generally lousy behavior.
Basing this version on ideas written by
last semester's Playwriting class, Director
Jeffrey Kurz added original music,
choreography, and very fresh. funky
1980's costumes, catapulting Everyman
through the centuries to become Eh! MaR.
The story begins with Everyman
(Reginald Pruitt) learning of God's "con-
tract" on his life through the rantings and
ravings of a bag lady (gleefully played to
the hilt by Rhonda Fink). Upon learning his
destination; Everyman (who shall be refer-
red-to. from this-PQint onas EM) starts sear-
ching for somebody to accompaay him. His
best buddy, Fellowship (Barry Scoff) tells
him there's nothing he wouldn't do for him
until he learns that the trip EM is going on
is positively one-way.
EM also solicits the aid of his uncle and
cousin. Here a moment of smooth, in-
genious staging had EM yelling out to two
"late-comers" in the audience. "Hey. you
two, don't sit there." Then, after a flash of
recognition, the late-comers were up on
stage joining EM for Chinese food.
EM encounters obstacles at each and
every move. One hilarious scene had a fat-
cat banker (Ken Chu) being pushed onstage
in a wheelbarrow while several belly-
dancers slither around him,pulling bills out
of his jacket. When a frantic EM attempts
to make a withdrawal from the bank, the
fat-cat asks, "Did you actually think your
money was yours?"
No matter. Where EM is going, he won't
need cash. Or an American Express card-in
fact, this one time he can leave home
without it.
Along the way, in his desperate search
for someone to testify that he has done
some good in his miserable little life, EM
encounters Lisa, whom he jilted years ago.
Lisa, played by Imelda Maldonado, belts
out a gut-wrenching song that proved to be
one of the show's high points.
Among several low points, however,
were some extremely unnecessary and vul-
gar racial and sexual "jokesu during Russ
Hodge's otherwise appropriately seedy por-
trayal of a shyster lawyer. There were also
far too many references to Baruch
throughout the entire production. The need
to constantly remind the audience that this
was a "college play" was simply counter-
productive.
The sets were certainly elaborate and the
subway car, illuminated at play's end, was
genius. Also worthy of mention were Boyd
Black's screen projections, which added im-
mensely to the production.
All involved deserve a big hand for pure
exuberance and ambition, especially con-
sidering this was an original production put
together in a matter of months.
-Steve G1W1IberK
In "A Small, Good Thing," a child is
struck by a car on the way to school. The
driver waits for the child to regain his
footing and then drives away; it's just
another hit-and-run accident. The boy
makes it home safely.but lapses into a coma
and is brought to the hospital. The story
delicately traces the sorrow and guilt of his
parents and how they seek strength within
themselves and gain the empathy of others
to cope with the child's slow death. It's dif-
ferent from "The Bath" in that it assigns
more names to the characters (one earlier
appeared as 'he' and 'the husband') and
ends with a brilliant, touching scene where
it had earlier ended with a mysterious
phone call. Unlike the other, decidely
lowbrow characters in the other stories,
these people alone stand as human repre-
sentations; theirs is a real tragedy,which is
not sentimental or melodramatic.
Raymond Carver's Cathedral is pub-
lished by Alfred A. Knopf, but look for it
at your library. Mr. Carver is still one of the
more respected American writers, but there
is still room for some improvement.
-s-Carolyne Abernathy
Caner: ,.... sIIort
but the characters' troubles are not so dif-
ferent from those that once affected Mr.
Carver. The settings vary from a home for
alcoholic men to domestic settings. In'
"Chef's House," a recovered alcoholic
rents a cottage and asks his ex-wife to join
_him for the summer. But just as they grow
comfortable and she decides to wear his
ring again, the owner of the house appears
and tells them they'll have to leave the
house at the end of the month. Where
there'd once been promise, it all fades away
as the husband settles into his private
despair.
One problem with these stories is our in-
ability to fully realize the .characters;
Carver's casual delivery and lightly drawn
characterizations shed little human light
upon their situations. Why, for instance,
does a woman pull a gun on a man in "The
Train," (a story dedicated to the late
"Chekhov of the suburbs," John Cheever),
decide against shooting him and then just
casually await her train at the depot? The
train's destination is never given, there's no
luggage to speak of, the folks she meets at
the depot are even less memorable, not even
mysterious. The sole action in "Vitamins,"
a story about female door-to-door hawkers,
occurs in a "spade" jazz joint when a
patron who's just back from Vietnam at-
tempts to seduce the narrator's girlfriend.
I'm disturbed that after reading so many
good releases about Mr. Carver, his stories
involve events so trite as a couple deciding
to buy a new refrigerator ("Preservation"),
or a newly divorced art teacher and his at-
tempts to get a reliable baby sitter. In sub-
ject matter Carver is closer to Bobbie Ann
Mason than to his idol Jack London. These
stories might work as minor episodes in a
longer tale, in a novel, but these are not ex-
cellent and they contribute nothing to an
appreciation for Carver's writing. The only
story that is truly remarkable is the
previously published " A Small, Good
Thing." This story can be traced back to
the summer of 1981 when it appeared in
Columbia magazine as uThe Bath." It was
awarded the Carlos Fuentes Fiction Award
and also appeared in the collection What
We -Talk About When We TatkAbout
Love. From there it was printed in
Ploughshares magazine in 1983 and was
later published in Pushcart Prize, Volume
VIII. (It placed first in last year's O. Henry
Awards for fiction.)
The Ticker
Writer-poet Raymond Carver has, with
the publication of his latest book of short
stories. Cathedral. confirmed his rank
among the "serious" contemporary
American writers, but be warned, he's not
yet the brilliant or polished writer some
critics would have him be.
Cathedral's twelve stories span the length
and breadth, if not the depth, of lower-
middle-class American life, from its frac-
tured marriages and alienated masses to its
relentless yearnings and unmitigated pas-
sions. The protagonists are usually male,
and most settings are west of Idaho, in
'Carver Country.'
In "Feathers," a young couple drives to
a friend's house - on a dinner invitation to
be met first by the friend's outrageous, rag-
ged peacock and then by the friend's new
baby, who they find so revolting they can-
not even extend the standard courtesies:
"It had a big red face, pop eyes, a broad
forehead, and these big fat lips.It had no
neck to speak of, and it had three or four
fat chins. Its chins rolled right up under
its ears, and its ears stuck out from its
bald head. Fat hung over its wrists. Its
arms and fingers were jot. Even calling it
ugly does it credit. "
Carver's clever twist in "Feathers" is to im-
pose this strange baby onto what was a
straightforward story. While the result here
is comic, it is less so in the story "Careful,"
where an alcoholic husband turns to his
estranged wife to unstop his clogged ear.
That they feel they can open the channel
with Wesson oil is not so funny as ludicrous.
The male characters fall within two
ranges, either they're tough and indepen-
dent or they are fawning and irresponsible.
Single men and alcoholic men also figure
prominently in the stories; the tales can't be
called autobiographical by any measure,
• • •
Kate embarks on a journey to find some
peace and-quiet somewhere by the sea. She
winds up in Irelandl (alas, a Didionesque
device - the tragic heroine in a land of
metaphoric turmoil), where it seems
something sinister is brewing. This episode
may indeed take a prize for most anti-
climactic writing of 1984. Adler
demonstrates a sharp sense of suspense, but
the outcome of her misadventure will leave
readers disappointed. Here again is another
element of the '-'angst school" - blow it all
up larger than life. Undermine mundane
events with life or death underpinnings.
In Speedboat, .Adler satirized some of
our darkest fears while inspiring knowing
nods and grins. Where Jen Fain's hipness
and brilliance and money intrigued, Kate
Ennis' begins to bore. Jen's slick percep-
tions weren't bogged down in hopelessness.
But Kate is tetting a very different story -
it's no longer our condition, but hers. If
Pitch Dark is indeed the autobiography
many believe it is, one can only hope
Renata Adler will get over the man that got
away, and smile again - like Jen Fain.
-Steve Greenberg
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Books: Depressing Duo
There will be much reading between the
lines here. Kate's love affair, heading to an
end, weaves in and out of the disjointed
narrative. Too often, Adler baits us with a
line like ••What do you tell the Sanger peo-
pie?" over and over again until we finally
get to the complete thought only to become
exasperated.
Renata Adler's first novel, Speedboat,
won The Ernest Hemingway Award for
best first novel of 1977. Speedboat is chock
full of sly, witty perceptions of life's
idiosyncrasies. As a social, or anti-social
critic, Adler is superb. Her style here is the
literary equivalent of a collage-bits and
pieces of much larger dilemmas more effec-
tively examined in miniature:
"The second rat; of course, may have been
the first rat farther uptown, in which case I
am either being followed or the rat keeps
the same rounds and hours I do. I think
sanity, however, is the most profound
moral option ofour time. Two rats, then. "
On the downside, Adler can possess the
distanced tone of a tongue clucking matron
speeding through a shanty-town in a rented
Mercedes. Her smugness can alienate. But
to be fair , she does keep her generally keen
reportorial sense in high gear.
The narrator of Speedboat is Jen Fain, a
reporter for a fictitious newspaper who had
•'been everywhere, done everything, known
everyone. ' ,
As much as comparisons fail, Joan Di-
dion could best pass as Adler's literary
cousin. The same droning, quietly mock-
ing, know-it-all narrative tinged with high
anxiety often produces the same headache-
provoking style that made Didion the high
priestess of western angst. If the East Coast
needs a priestess, Renata Adler is certainly
the likeliest candidate.
In her new book. Pitch Dark (K nopf),
which has been deemed semi-
autobiographical, the heroine is Kate En-
nis. There is some semblance of a plot here
as opposed to Speedboat, which was made
up of mostly unrelated quips. But this plot
is regularly interrupted by a constant
refrain of lost love:
"He knew that she had left him when she
began to smoke again... Look here, you
know, I loved you...1 wonder whether he
will ever ask himself. say to himself, Well,
she wasn't asking all the earth, why did I let
her go?"
Kate is fooling around with a married
man - or has been. For quite some time.
Between laments, she travels, reminisces,
ponders law, football, raccoons, and festers
in her upper-class, intellectual fog. There
are few rewards for those who follow
Adler's bouncing ball this time. In the mat-
ter of the raccoon:
HI thought he was growing to trust me,
when in fact he was dying. So are we all, of
course. But we do not normally mistake
progressions of weakness, the loss of the
simple capacity to escape, for the onset of
love. "
Renata Adler: Brealdlll up is Ii.... to do
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With the 1983-84 archery season
coming to an end, Baruch's
Statesmen have just about clinched
third place in the Metro Collegiate
Conference. Their competitors in
this conference are: Bar-
nard/Columbia, Lehman, Stevens
Tech. and Queensborough Commu-
nity College.
According to Professor Helen
Belden, "We have competed as a
team for 'just a year, but we've
competed as a club for two years."
Having high expectations for the
archery squad. Belden said, "Next
semester we should move up to at
least second place." Her optimistic
attitude is evidenced by the fact
that all of the shooters are improv-
ing with each shot.
This season saw the Statesmen
take an impressive second place
finish in the nationally - renowned
Nassau Bowmen's Invitational. In
February, the Statesmen took part
in the New York State Collegiate
Archery Championship Shoot. The
results for this event have not been
compiled as of the date of this
publication, although Belden said,
"We finished in third or fourth; it's
really too hard to tell. We had
many all-time high scores from our
shooters." All the colleges in New
York with archery squads com-
peted at this event. The next big
event for the Statesmen was the
Atlantic City Classic held on the
weekend ofApril 13th. '-'This," ac-
cording to Professor Belden, "is a
real rough one (tournament). It's
the biggest tournament in the East,
and it's the last event of our
season. "
In a usual league 'shoot,' archers
are required to shoot 30 arrows at a
40 centimeter target face from a
distance of 18 meters. The bulls-
eye. or 'gold.' is approximately two
inches in diameter. Special tourna-
ments have their own requirements.
Although archery is not a very
physically demanding sport, it re-
quires intense concentration. In
order to prepare shooters for this
sport, Belden has devised a com-
bination of physical exercises: arm-
lifts, weight-lifting, and push-ups,
along with scientific relaxation. "In
scientific relaxation, the person
assumes the corpse position and
concentrates on perceiving relaxa-
tion as opposed to tension." Ac-
cording to Belden, "These exercises
have helped an awful lot. Archery
is a sport that is 90070 mental."
Citing the fact that the Statesmen
_ ....'¥....,.~)*
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a rchers are primarily lower
classmen, Belden said, "We show
very much promise. Next year is go-
ing to be a real good year for us.
We'll be a real challenge to our
competitors, since most of them de-
pend on their seniors for success."
Although antiquated equipment
has plagued the archers for some
time, Belden noted. "Many
shooters are gradually getting closer
and closer to perfection." With
new equipment due very shortly,
Belden added. "It will further con-
tribute to our success. When it ar-
rives, hopefully we will improve."
Working with a relatively small
squad of only 11 shooters. of whom
about three-quarters never had any
prior archery experience, Belden
cited her team for "excellent self-
control habits and good attitudes. n
Since archery is primarily a psycho-
logical sport, these attributes, ac-
cording to Belden, can only con-
tribute to their success.
Trials of the Tennis Team. Yankees: 1984 Style.
are being mismanaged. To put it .
mildly, the outfield is a mess. Plac-
ing Steve Kemp in left field is an
awful move considering his porous
defensive skills. Kemp can hit, but
he won't win any Gold Gloves. Hav-
ing Omar Moreno in centerfield is
also a curious move. Moreno was
acquired in the trade for Jerry
Mumphrey. Mumphrey, who is a
solid .300 hitter, is also just as good
as Moreno defensively. Moreno
bats .240, and although he has great
speed, he strikes out a lot. The
most ridiculous move is placing
Dave Winfield in right field. Win-
field is not only the Yankees' best
outfielder, but one of the best in
baseball. Winfield should play
centerfield.
When it comes to pitching, the
Yankees have some good ones, but
also are in a bind. Ron Guidry, the
Yankees' ace, is back and should
have another fine season. However,
Dave Righetti, the author of a no-
hitter last July 4th, in an amazingly
ridiculous move, has been sent to
the bullpen. As a result of losing
Goose Gossage to the Padres,
Righetti is now the late-inning fire-
man. This move is a big mistake
and for the Yankees' sake, it will
not continue for the full season.
The Yankees' other starters. Shane
Rawley, Phil Niekro, and John
Montefusco are decent. However.
this staff does not measure up to
the staffs of the world champion
Orioles, or for that matter the
Tigers, or the Blue Jays.
The Yankees do have a talented
team, but they also have many
problems. The team is unhappy
with Steinbrenner,and thus it will
be difficult for them to concentrate
amid alI this dissension. Unfor-
tunately for Yankee fans, this
will be a disappointing season as
they will finish fourth behind De-
troit, Baltimore. and Toronto.
By Mike I ashjpsky
Coming into the 1984 season. the
Yankees continue to employ two
managers. The official manager is
Yogi Berra while the actual mana-
ger is owner George Steinbrenner.
If Steinbrenner continues to man-
age the team (which is most likely
to happen) the Yankees will contin-
ue to falter. Here is an analysis of
the Yankees and their chances for
the season.
It is indeed true that the Yankees
have many quality players. The
problem is they have too many
quality players. This is evident in
the infield where only Willie Ran-
dolph is set at second base. At first
base the Yankees have Ken Griffey.
Roy Smalley, and Don Mattingly.
who will all see action. At short,
they will use Andre Robertson. Tim
Foli, and Roy Smalley. A t third
base is Roy Smalley and Toby Har-
rah. as the captain, Graig Nettles,
has been shipped to the Padres. As
a result of all of this platooning,
there will be an enormous amount
of dissension. In considering the fu-
ture. only Mattingly and Robertson
are just beginning their careers.
The rest of them have either passed
their prime or have reached their
prime. The infield is indeed not as
competent as the Orioles, Tigers,
Brewers, or Blue Jays.
At catcher, the Yankees have the
pride of New Jersey, Rick Cerone,
and portside swinger Butch Wyne-
gar. The Yankees are platooning
these two players which is a big...
mistake. Wynegar's defensive
: skills, especially his arm outclass
...
d Cerone's. In addition, Wynegar
~ hits about 40 points higher than
> Cerone. Wynegar is indeed the bet-
a ter of the two.
The Yankees outfield is indeed a
great example of how the Yankees
2-6). All eyes then turned to the tie-
breaking match, that of Kurt Wil-
ner/ Joy Gohil (Baruch) vs. Brown/
Ramsey (John Jay). The match see-
sawed from the beginning to the
end. when John Jay became victori-
ous. Wilner explained. "I simply
blew my serve game." In the last
set of this match Wilner/Gohil, los-
ing by a score of four games to one.
made a few strong volleys to tie at
4-4, but their strong drive was not
enough. John Jay's team emerged
victorious. Scott Klein. of the
Statesmen. said, "This is the first
time I've played outdoors since last
summer. With a little more outdoor
practice we should do real well."
doors had a bearing on the outcome
of this team match. The sun shone
sharply on the clay courts. and the
wind. according to team captain
David Silverstein .. 'was definitely a
factor. ,.
After all six singles matches had
been completed, Baruch and John
Jay were tied at three points apiece.
Three doubles matches were to de-
termine the outcome. The States-
men had their number one doubles
team beat John Jay's best. After
this match was over, all the States-
men had to do was win one doubles
match.
They then lost their next doubles
match by a fairly large margin (3-6,
B)' Orest Mandzy
On the morning of April 6th. the
Baruch College Tennis team had
lost only one individual match and
had a team record of t win and 0
losses. By the evening of that same
day. the Statesmen had a record of
1 win and 1 loss. The Statesmen
had played four hours of intense
tennis. but still lost to a very capa-
ble John Jay squad. The team
match was held outdoors at 114th
Street and Riverside Drive.
Tennis matches are scored on the
basis of individual matches won.
Six singles matches and three dou-
bles matches comprise one team
match. One point is awarded for
every match won. The Statesmen
lost to John Jay by a score of 5 t04.
Baruch's first win came against
Lehman. of which coach Matt Hola-
day said... If they're any indication
of the other teams we will be play-
ing. we Tl do very well." The States-
men almost swept Lehman. beating
them eight matches to one.
According to Holaday, "We look
really good, we have a very spirited
team... However, the Statesmen
have encountered problems related
to practice time. They practice at
the 69th Armory on 25th Street four
times a week, but because of class
conflicts. most players only practice
twice a week.
The lack of practice w':ls not to
blame in Baruch's first loss, the
players all had very close matches
as their scores show. Dan Palmer-
Poroner , of the Statesmen said.
"Our courts are much faster," re-
ferring to the courts at the armory.
"Here, you have bumps, puddles,
and cracks on the courts making it
very difficult to play." He added,
"I think at our courts we could
sweep them."
The fact that Baruch usually
trains indoors and John Jay out-
